1974871 03/06/2010
SHEREE MAA CHINTPURNI ALLOYS
AVTARJIT SHARMA
KAUSHALYA DEVI
SANTOSH SHARMA
trading as ;SHEREE MAA CHINTPURNI ALLOYS
G.T. ROAD SIRHIND SIDE MANDI GOBINDGARH-147301 PB
SERVICE.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
TMT BARS,, ROUNDS, CHANNELS, STRIPS, GIRDERs, FLATS AND STRUCTURAL STEEL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OM and ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
G-AROMA
2075766  27/12/2010
GODANI METAL PVT. LTD
1112-1113, SALEMPUR RAJPUTANA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROORKEE 247667 DISTT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHNAT
COMPANY IN CORPORATED & REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANN-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/05/2009
DELHI
QUALITY LOCKS & HARDWARE INCLUDING BUILDING MATERIALS, HARDWARE DOOR, WINDOW FITTINGS & LOCKS, KITCHEN HARDWARE FITTINGS, BOLTS, NUTS, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
EASYFRAME

2090086  27/01/2011
LAFARGE BORAL GYPSUM INDIA PVT. LTD
D-21, PUHPANJALI FARMS, BIJWASAN, NEW DELHI -110061

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.

Proposed to be Used

DELI
METAL SYSTEM; COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS
OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON
METAL; PIPES AND OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06
MOHAMMAD JAVED  
trading as ;H.S INDUSTRIES  
MABOOD NAGAR NAI ABADI SHAHJAMAL KHAIR ROAD ALIGARH UP  
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE  
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.  
Used Since :01/04/2007  
DELHI  
ALL KIND OF LOCKS , DOOR & WINDOW FITINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, TOWER BOLTS, HANGERS, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS LATCHES AND KATCHERS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
2124388  01/04/2011
MRS. RAKHI GUPTA
PLOT NO. 164, M.I.E. - A, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZ POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAIZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 29/07/2010
DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS (HARDWARE GOODS) INCLUDING HANDLES, KNOBS, LOCKS, ALDROPS, HINGS, LETCHES, LOCKING BOLTS, NUT & BOLT, HACKSAW BLADE, SCREWS, DOOR STOPPERS, NAIJS, GATE HOOKS, TOWER BOLTS, DOOR CLOSER, CATCHER, DOOR SAFETY, IRON PIPE, METAL, TELESCOPIC DRAWERS CHANNEL, TOWER BOLTS, HANGER, FLOOR AND DOOR SPRING, SAFETY, CATCHER DOOR SAFETY DOOR SPRING, SAFETY CHAIN, CURTAIN BRACKETS, DRAPERY RODS CURTAINING PELMET STRIPS AR>D WHEEL CASTOR AS PER CLASS-06
2133618   21/04/2011
SHAHAWAR KHAN
SHARAD KUMAR GOEL
trading as :BHARAT STEEL ROLLING MILLS (UNIT-I)
MEERUT ROAD MUZAFFARNAGAR UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/01/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF HSD & TMT BARS, SARIA,HARDWARE ITEMS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2133620  21/04/2011

SHAHAWAR KHAN
SHARAD KUMAR GOEL
trading as ;BHARAT STEEL ROLLING MILLS (UNIT-I)
MEERUT ROAD MUZAFFARNAGAR UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF HSD & TMT BARS, SARI, HARDWARE ITEMS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAYTRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2133621    21/04/2011

SHAHAWAR KHAN
SHARAD KUMAR GOEL
trading as :BHARAT STEEL ROLLING MILLS (UNIT-I)
MEERUT ROAD MUZAFFARNAGAR UP
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since :01/01/2011

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF HSD & TMT BARS, SARIA,HARDWARE ITEMS.COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING
MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAYTRACKS; NON-FLECTRIC
CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,IRONMONGERY, SMALUTEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES
OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METALNOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
KOHINOOR S.H.
2186131 05/08/2011
MOHD.SAJID trading as ;KOHINOOR INDUSTRIES
MULLA PARA OPP MASJID GHOSIAN BHUJPURA ROAD ALIGARH 202001 UP INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :10/04/2007
DELHI
DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, TOWER BOLTS, KNOBS HANGERS, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS
LATCHES AND KATCHERS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
GOODS ARE RESTRICTED FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS IN THE STATES DELHI AND UTTAR PRADESH ONLY.
2248426  13/12/2011
CHARU SACHDEVA
trading as ;INTERNATIONAL GLAZING TECHNOLOGIES
PLOT NO. 94A, SEC-5, IMT MANESAR 122050 HRAYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2004
DELHI
GLAZED ALUMINIUM HARDWARE FITTINGS INCLUDING DOORS & WINDOWS.
2251110  16/12/2011
KONARK METALS PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
85-A DURGA PURI ALIGARH-202001 UP
MANUFACTURE & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHA),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :31/12/1990
DELHI
LOCKS AND HARDWARES
2267776  17/01/2012
ATS INFRASTRUCTURE LTD
711/92, DEEPALI BUILDING, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI -110019
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
R.A.I. GOLD

2277137  03/02/2012
NARESH KUMAR GARG
trading as ;PEHLAD RAI & SONS.
1915/27 28-C RAMESH MARKET SIRKIWALAN DELHI-06
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :07/11/2008
DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS (HARDWARE GOODS) INCLUDING HANDLES, KNOBS, LOCKS, ALDROPS, HINGS, LETCHES, LOCKING BOLTS, NUT & BOLT, SCREWS, FASTNER, DOOR STOPPERS, NAILS, GATE HOOKS, TOWER BOLTS, DOOR CLOSER, CATCHER, DOOR SAFETY, TELESCOPIC DRAWERS CHANNEL, LOCKS, DROPS, HACKSAW BLADE, DOORS, HANGER, DOOR SPRING, SAFETY, CATCHER DOOR SAFETY, DOOR SPRING, SAFETY CHAINS, CURTAIN BRACKETS, DRAPERY RODS CURTAINING PELMET STRIPS AND WHEEL CASTOR, LOCKS MADE OF METALS & THEIR ALLOYS. NON-ELECTRIC CABLES & WIRES OF COMMON METALS AND WHEEL CASTOR AS PER CLASS-06.
2304702 23/03/2012
PANKAJ AGRAWAL
SHOP NO. 61, VINAYAK TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & COMPANY
S-10, ARIHANT TOWER, 2ND FLOOR, CHANDPOLE BAZAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2006

AHMEDABAD
TMT BARS, ANGELS, CHANNELS, METAL, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,
INCLUDED IN CLASS SIX.
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Rajasthan.
SAMEER KANT SHARMA  
trading as Naresh Engineering  
1228 Near Raja Vanaspati Mittal Kanta Lane GT Road Dhandari Kalan Ludhiana  
Manufacturers and Merchants  
Used Since: 02/04/2012  
DELHI  
Small Items of Metals Hardware
2332147  16/05/2012
MR SANTOSHI LAL RATHOUR
6/8 -B MOTI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL
2332750  16/05/2012
SOHNA FORGE PVT LTD
A9/19 FIRST FLOOR VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI 110057
MANUFACTURERS 7 MARKETERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
PVC, INDUSTRIAL CABLES, FLAME RETARDANT CABLES, FLAME RETARDANT LOW SMOKE, FLAME RETARDANT LOW SMOKE ZERO HALOGEN CABLES, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL
2337073  24/05/2012
SHALENDRA KUMAR
trading as ;SANGAM METAL PRODUCTS
AHATA NIDHAN SINGH TALAB SABIT KHAN UDAI SINGH JAIN ROAD ALIGARH-202001 UP
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :10/04/2008
DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTI PURPOSE LOCKS ROUND DOOR LOCK , AND DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, TOWER, BOLTS, HANGERS, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS, LATCHES DOOR KIT AND CATCHERS, HINGES, CURTAIN CUP BORD, DRAWING CUP, FITTINGS, GATE HOOK, WINDOW STAY, MAGIC EYE, SLIDING DOOR FITTINGS, MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
SHIVALIK

2337976  25/05/2012
SUDHENDU RANJAN BHUTANI
MRS. ANITA BHUTANI
trading as ;BHUTANI HARDWARES
1315/ 1332, SANGTRASHAN CHOWK, PAHARGANJ, NEW DELHI–110055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM DULY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
Used Since :01/02/1980
DELHI
TOWER BOLTS, DOOR STOPPER, HANDLES, ALDROPS, RIVETS, HINGES, SCREWS, NAILS AND OTHER BUILDING HARDWARES AND FITTINGS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..363511.
2342471    04/06/2012
JOMOO KITCHEN & BATH CO., LTD
JOMOO INDUSTRIAL PARK NANAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE FUJIAN CHINA
MANUFACTURER / TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
POLES OF METAL; NOZZLES OF METAL; VALVES OF ME FOR PIPING (OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINES); FLASHI OF METAL FOR BUILDING; RAILWAY MATERIAL OF MET WIRE GAUZE; ROPE THIMBLES OF METAL; STOPS OF MET CLOTHESHOOKS OF METAL; IRONMONGERY; PADLOC S AFES (STRONG BOXES); HOOKS (METAL HARDWARE); TAR OF METAL; SIGNBOARDS OF METAL; RODS OF METAL : BRAZING AND WELDING; MOORING BOLLARDS OF MET WIND VANES OF METAL; WORKS OF ART OF COMM METAL; ORES OF METAL
2348349 14/06/2012
GREENROW PRODUCTS PVT.LTD.
SS-30 2ND FLOOR ADITYA MEGA MALL CBD EAST SHAHDRA BESIDE CROSS RIVER MALL DELHI-32
MERchants & MANUfACTURERS
A COMPANY Duly REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
ALUMINIUM FOILS
2350078  19/06/2012
NITISH MITTAL
trading as ;MITTAL MERCHANDISERS CO.
G-5/8 (90 SQ MTR) SECTOR-11 ROHINI NEW DELHI-85
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RINKOO KAKKAR, ADVOCATE
293, G.F. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
STEEL, STAINLESS STEEL AND BRASS IRIDUSTRIAL FASTENERS, EXPANSION FASTENERS, NUTS, BOLTS, WASHERS,
SCREWS, THREAD RODS, RIVETS, NAILS, INSERTS, DOOR FITTINGS AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
2358349    04/07/2012
SH MAN SINGH AND SH RUMMY CHHABRA
155-A CARIAPPA MARG SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1957
DELHI
STEEL BALLS
2358584   04/07/2012
RAJINDER VASHISTA
HOUSE NO 1 MOUNT AVENUE RAKKAR COLONY DISTT UNA H.P
MANUFACTURER, SUPPLIER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
IRON, STEEL, ANGLE, CHANNELS, SHEET, SARIA, PATTI, PLATES, ROLLING BARS, G.I. ITEMS, C.I. ITEMS, SCRAP
2358591  04/07/2012
VIKRAM DHINGRA
trading as TOOLMAN INDUSTRIES OF INDIA
39, G.T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA-141003
GOODS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. DHINGRA, ADVOCATE.
39, G. T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA - 141 003.
Used Since :10/04/1992
DELHI
ALLOY STEELS, TOOLS STEELS, FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS, FOREGINGS, CASTINGS, INGOTS THEREOF.
GEPL
2362025  11/07/2012
GODANI EXPORT PVT. LTD
B-15 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ALIGARH U.P
MERCHAND & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NAND GRAM ROAD, OPP. SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.--10, SEWA NAGAR, GZB. 201001.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
WINDOW AND DOOR FITTINGS, HINGES, LOCKS, DOOR LOCKS, HANDLE, ALDROPS, DOOR CLOSER, SCREW, NUT AND BOLTS IN CLASS-6.
ELSTEEL (PRIVATE) LTD
SPUR ROAD 2 PHASE-1 EPZ KATUNYAKE 11420 SR LANKA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :01/07/2012
DELHI
METAL CABINETS (OTHER THAN FURNITURE); METAL BOXES AND METAL ENCLOSURES; CABLE DUCTS AND TRAYS OF METAL; CABINETS, BOXES AND DRAWERS OF METAL (OTHER THAN FURNITURE) FOR TRANSPORTING, STORING AND/OR INSTALLATION OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; CONSTRUCTION MODULES OF METAL FOR MAKING CONTROL BOARDS AND CONTROL CABINETS
FASTRAX

2364229   16/07/2012

MANISH MITTAL
MANISH MITTAL LU-2 PITAM PURA DELHI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
HARDWARE OF METAL (SMALL), FITTINGS OF METALS FOR BUILDING, RIVET OF METALS, SCREWS OF METALS,
NUTS OF METALS, LOCKS OF METALS, DOOR HANDLES OF METALS, KEYS, LATCHES & HINGES OF METALS, BOLTS,
SPRINGS, METALS HARDWARE, WASHER OF METALS, NAIL & NUTS, WOOD SCREWS, SHEET METAL SCREWS, DRY
WALL SCREWS OF METALS, GI BOLT & NUTS, HOOKS; PIPES AND TUBES OF METALS, NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND
WIRES OF COMMON METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
2365300  18/07/2012
ATUL KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;MARKS ENTERPRISES
B-DASS COMPOUND NAURANGABAD ALIGARH-202001 UP
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS & EXPOTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING JAIGAN JMARKRT CROSSING, ALIGARH- 202 001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
2365566  18/07/2012
GT EUROGROOVE PVT LTD
H NO B/13/2 MUKHRAM GARDEN TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 110018
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :10/10/2010
DELHI
ALUMINIUM DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS, ALDROPS, DOOR CLOSER, HINGES, HANDLES, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS, MAGNET CATCHER, ALUMINUM FABRICATION IN CLASS-6.
2367256    20/07/2012
NARESH KUMAR GOEL
trading as ;N.M. MANUFACTURING & TRADING CO.
2014/5 KATRA LACCHU SINGH BHAGIRATH PALACE CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :13/03/2012
DELHI
TINNED, TEFLONWIRE, INSULATING MATERIAL, S.E. COPPER & ALUMINUM WIRES
2368171 23/07/2012
SH. HARVINDER SINGH SABHARWAL
trading as ;J.R.SABHARWAL AND SONS.
C-8 HOUSING SOCIETY NEW DELHI SOUTH EXTENSION PAT-1 NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
HARDWARE GOODS, DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS INCLUDING SAFES; Locker, Mortice Handles and Locks,
Handles, Sliding Fittings, Door Closers, Door Stopper, Hinges, Tower Bolts and Parts Thereof.
2369103 25/07/2012
KALCO ALU-SYSTEMS (P) LTD.
trading as ;Kalco Alu-Systems (P) Ltd.
AN- 12-13, Masuri Gulawathi Road, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Ghaziabad-245101 (U.P.), India
An Indian Company, Registered under The Companies Act, 1956, who are Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :01/11/2006
DELHI
Aluminium Doors, Windows, Aluminium Ladders and Facades.
No limitations as to colours.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2369895  25/07/2012
SMT. MADHULIKA JAIN
trading as ;NAMAN UDYOG
PLOT NO-60 GALI NO-5 RAJINDER NAGAR INDL AREA SHAHIBABAD MOHAN NAGAR UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING OF METAL,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAIL WAY TRACKS, NON - ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES. ORES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE STEEL.
2370740 27/07/2012

AHMAD ALI
trading as ;WINNER LOCK CO.
NEAR KARBALA RORABAR SHAH JAMAL ALIGARH 202001 U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :10/04/2007
DELHI
PAD LOCKS, SHUTTER LOCK,MULTI PURPOSE LOCKS ROUND DOOR LOCK , GLASS LOCK, MORTICE LOCK, CYCLE
LOCK AND DOOR &WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES,TOWER,BOLTS,HANGERS,DOORSTOPPER,
BRACKETS, LATCHES DOOR KIT AND CATCHERS , HINGES, CURTAIN RING ,CUP BORD LOCK ,DRAWING CUP,
FITTINGS, GATE HOOK, WINDOW STAY, MAGIC EYE, SLIDING DOOR FITTINGS, MADE OF FERROUS AND NON
FERROUS METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
2370741    27/07/2012
YASEEN KHAN
trading as ;NEW NAAZ ENTERPRISES
432 JANGAL GARI SARAI MIYAN ALIGARH 202001 U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVI R SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :01/08/2005
DELHI
DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLTS, HANGERS, DOOR STOPPER,
BRACKETS, LATCHES, DOOR KIT AND CATCHERS, HINGES, CURTAIN RING, CUPBOARD LOCK, DRAWER CUP, GATE
HOOK, WINDOW STAY, MAGIC EYE, SLIDING DOOR PAD LOCKS, SHUTTER LOCK, MULTI PURPOSE LOCKS ROUND
DOOR LOCK, GLASS LOCK, MORTICE LOCK, CYCLE LOCK FITTINGS, MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS
METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS VI
KALYANI

2371458  27/07/2012
SHRI GIRISH GARG
trading as ;GARG SONS
517, INDUSTRIAL AREA - B, LUDHIANA, (PUNJAB).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELI
TMT BARS, SQUARES, ROUNDS, FLATS, AGLES, CHANNELS, STRIPS AND GIRDER
2446767  21/12/2012
LULU INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING MALL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;LULU INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING MALL PVT. LTD.
50/2392, N.H17, EDAPALLY, KOCHI - 682 024, KERALA, INDIA.
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
An Indian Company, incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :06/09/2004
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2446682.
THE NEW GREAT EASTERN SPINNING AND WEAVING COMPANY LIMITED
25-29 DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, BYCULLA, MUMBAI-400027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES
PRINCE CHAMBER, 3RD FLOOR, OPP. COLABA P.O., MUMBAI - 400 005.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
ZENITH

2590243  03/09/2013
KANKUBEN PATEL
trading as ;RAVI STEEL INDUSTRIES
NEAR C.G. COLD STORE, RING ROAD NO-02, UMIYA MARKET, BHANPUR, RAIPUR (C.G.)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2001
MUMBAI
STEEL ALMIRAH; INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
HARSAN RAM JEEWA RAMJI
trading as : M/S. DEEPIKA HARDWARE
S. NO 5-5-938 MATA MANDIR LANE HINDI NAGAR, GHOSHA MAHAL, HYDERABAD - 500012. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 01/08/2013

CHENNAI
IN RESPECT OF HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTINGS, HARDWARE PRODUCTS, TELESCOPIC CHANNEL, HANDLE, KNOBS, NUTS, BOLTS, FASTNER, SCREW, GLASS STUD, GLASS FITTING ACCESSORIES, HINGES, STOPPER, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, LOCK, ALDROP, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2612394  15/10/2013

AVALON TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as AVALON TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-7, TPI BLOCK, 1ST MAIN ROAD, MEPZ-SEZ, TAMBARAM CHENNAI 600045, TAMIL NADU,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY,

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since: 03/11/1999

CHENNAI

HARNESS OF METAL FOR HANDLING LOADS; SHEET METAL; COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL
BUILDING MATERIALS; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF
COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES;
GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
2638109 05/12/2013

S.N.BALAJI
trading as ;K R V FABRICATIONS

AT NO:14, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EB OFFICE ROAD, 1ST SECTOR, 1ST STREET, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-600 098, TAMILNADU, INDIA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MANUFACTURING METAL ROLLING SHUTTER, METAL CORRUGATED STRIPS, METAL SHUTTER LATH, METAL GUIDE CHANNEL, METAL BOTTOM PLATE
2639569  09/12/2013
CHANDRA KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;SHUBHAM INTERNATIONAL
8/36, GRANT BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, ARTHUR BUNDER ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI-400005
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
SOLE PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
DOOR LOCK, PAD LOCK, MOTRICE LOCK INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2645658  19/12/2013
CELKON IMPEX PVT LTD
trading as ;CELKON IMPEX PVT LTD
FLOOR-3, BLOCK-2, MY HOME HUB, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETERS
(INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES

restricted to south India.
RAJESH H. RAJAK
trading as ;RISHIKA ENTERPRISES
TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
DOOR FITTING, ALL TYPES OF FURNITURE FITTING AND ALL TYPES OF GLASS FITTING, GLASS DOOR HANDLE SETS, CABINET HANDLE, MORTIES DOOR HANDLE, BATHROOM EQUIPMENT FITTING, ALL TYPES OF HANDLE SETS FITTING IN CLASS 06
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2590299.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1842,  26/03/2018  Class 6

2649581  26/12/2013
DUAL STRUCTURALS AND INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DUAL STRUCTURALS AND INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 3/355, AGS COLONY EXTENSIONS, VENKATESWARA NAGAR, KOTTIVAKKAM, CHENNAI, 600 041, INDIA;
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Used Since :06/05/1991
CHENNAI
METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF
COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 6

2649790 26/12/2013
RAJESH SIVARAJAN
SAREESH BHAVANAM CHUNAKARA SOUTH, CHARUMMOOD PO, NEAR NAGAROORN KAVIL, DEVI TEMPLE, ALLEPPEY, KERALA-690505
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Steel Structural Fabrication, Aluminum Fabrication Shutter, Handrails, Metal Sheet, Structural Designing and Steel Finished Products.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2654941  06/01/2014
PURVA METAL SECTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :PURVA METAL SECTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.193,"SHIV SADAN" OUTER RING ROAD, B.NARAYANAPUR,BANGALORE-560016
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Used Since :01/01/2014
CHENNAI
IRON AND STEELS LIKE ERW PIPES/ TUBES, COLD ROLLED FORMED, ROOFING SHEETS ETC.,
2657054    09/01/2014
S. ALAGAPPAN
145, PALANISAMY STREET, K.K. PUDUR, COIMBATORE, TN - 641038, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since : 16/09/2009
CHENNAI
STORAGE TANKS AND PIPELINES MADE OF METALS FOR GASES
2662022    20/01/2014
A.G. BIJU
THANKAMMA GEORGE
SINDHU JOSHY
SONA JOJU
trading as ;GEORGE AND COMPANY
CORPORATE OFFICE, DOOR NO. 9/325/1&2, PUTHUR ROAD, KUTTENELLUR, THRISSUR - 680014, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :15/01/2014
To be associated with:
2456279
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND PRE-PAINTED ALLOYS OF COMMON METALS; METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS; PRE-COATED METAL BUILDING MATERIALS PRE-PAINTED METAL SHEET, COIL AND STRIP; METAL ROOF AND WALL CLADDING, CEILING BATTENS, TRUSSSES, PURLINS, STRUCTURAL DECKING, METAL FRAMEWORK AND REINFORCING MATERIALS FOR BUILDING, METAL MESH, METAL RAINWATER PRODUCTS; FASCIAS, GUTTERING, RIDGE CAPPING, DOWPIPE AND METAL RAINWATER TANKS; METAL PARTITIONS; STEEL SHEETS, METAL TILES FOR BUILDING; METAL CLADDING FOR CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING; METAL WALL LININGS FOR BUILDINGS
2663611  22/01/2014
DINESH KUMAR CHANDGOTHIA
trading as ;SHREE GOMTI ENTERPRISES.
4-2-86/A/3, OLD BHOIGUDA, NEAR- R.P. ROAD, SECUNDERABAD-500003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
SUBMERSIBLE WINDING WIRE, WINDING WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER WIRE, ENAMELED ALUMINIUM WIRE
FLAME
2667089    27/01/2014
AMIT B. CHOVATIYA
trading as ; ACCURATE INDUSTRIES
GUJARAT-5, PARSANA SOC., NR. SCHOOL NO.73, 150 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT. GUJARAT. INDIA.
HANDLE, KNOB AND HARDWARE PRODUCT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOB, HARDWARE GOODS OF METAL.
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD trading as ;LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES
PONN WIRES
2667642  28/01/2014
M.DHIVYAPRASATH
M.SUDHA
trading as ;K.A.PON WIRING
NO.40/1, KAMARAJAR SALAI, MATHUR MAIN ROAD, MAJAMBakkAM, MADHAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 068, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/12/2012
CHENNAI
NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, COMMON METALS AND ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING
MATERIALS, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; METAL
BARS, METAL WIRES, METAL FOILS, STEEL STRIPS, SHEETS, TUBES, PIPES, MASTS, WIRES, STRIPS OF METAL,
FRAMES OF METAL
PON TMT

2667644  28/01/2014
M.DHIVYAPRASATH
M.SUDHA
trading as ;K.A.PON WIRING
NO.40/1, KAMARAJAR SALAI, MATHUR MAIN ROAD, MAJAMBKKAM, MADHAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 068, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, COMMON METALS AND ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING
MATERIALS, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; METAL
 BARS, METAL WIRES, METAL FOILS, STEEL STRIPS, SHEETS, TUBES, PIPES, MASTS, WIRES, STRIPS OF METAL,
FRAMES OF METAL

Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive word TMT except substantially as
shown in the form of representation..
2672511 05/02/2014
B. MOHAMED AZHARUDEEN
trading as ;INDIAN AUTO GATES
NO.5, RENUKA COMPLEX, CHITTIMANDAPAM (MAYILADUDURAI ROAD). KUMBAKONAM - 621001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BUSINESS MARK
NEW NO. 36, OLD NO. 23, GANGARAM GARDEN, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600 024
Used Since :15/04/2010
CHENNAI
GATES. SHUTTERS, METAL HARDWARE.
2678087  13/02/2014
K. S. THIMMARAJU
trading as ;M/s. ALPHA TECH
C-244, 5TH CROSS, PEENYA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PEENYA 1ST STAGE, BANGALORE - 500 058, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/11/2013
CHENNAI
PRECISION SHEET METAL COMPONENTS, MACHINE TOOL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SANT ALUMINIUM PVT. LTD.
E-340, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, BHIWADI-301019, DISTRICT ALWAR (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :19/10/2004

AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Rajasthan..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 6

K.S.J.METAL IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; K.S.J.METAL IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
AT PRINCE APARTMENT, A BLOCK, 7H FLOOR, 59, ORMES ROAD, KILPAUK, CHENNAI - 600010, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAS PARTNERS
INDIRA DEVI COMPLEX, II FLOOR, NO.20, GOPALAKRISHNA STREET, PONDY BAZAR, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since: 26/12/2013

CHENNAI
PROVIDING BUSINESS OF MANUFACTURERS, PROCESSORS, ROLLERS, RE-ROLLERS, DRAWERS, MAKERS,
EXTRUDERS, FABRICATORS, FOUNDERS, FORGERS, SMELTERS, OF AND IN ALL KINDS OF FERROUS AND NON
FERROUS METALS AND IN ALL OTHER METALLIC SUBSTANCES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICTED THE
AREA TO "SOUTH INDIA".
GYPKON
2682427  19/02/2014
IQBAL KHAN
# 22, KRISHN REDDY LAYOUT, AREKERE, BG ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA. PIN- 560076
MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since :17/02/2014
CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
2688167  27/02/2014
DHAMELIYA KALPESH THAKARSHIBHAI
DHAMELIYA THAKARSHIBHAI ARJANBHAI
DHAMELIYA LABHUBHAI ARJANBHAI
DHAMELIYA RAJESHBHAI ARJANBHAI
DHAMELIYA VISHAL THAKARSHI BHAI
DHAMELIYA BHAVESHBHAI LABHUBHAI
DHAMELIYA VIVEKBHAI LABHUBHAI
trading as ;JENIL STEEL INDUSTRIES
106, MAMTA PARK 3, SPINING MILL, KAPODARA POLICE STATION, SURAT.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since: 01/01/2014
AHMEDABAD
HARDWARE PRODUCTS, ALDROOP, SOFA LAGE, STOPPER
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GUJARAT..
2688395  27/02/2014

Santosh Kumar Sureka
PUBERUN PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;HALCO ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS
HOUSE NO.22,3RD FLOOR,SHREENAGAR MAIN ROAD,ABC.G.S. ROAD,GUWAHATI-781005,ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :16/01/2013

KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys, Metal building materials & Aluminium Extrusion Products being in class 6.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2702163 20/03/2014
RUCHI SARAOGI
trading as ;ALCON FOOD PACKAGING.
167, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :10/05/2010
KOLKATA
Aluminium Foil Container, Household/Kitchen Foil and Aluminium Foil Container Lids included in class-06.
2708186 27/03/2014
ARVIND S KOTHARI
SHOP NO. 28-29, PRITAM COMPLEX, SMALL FACTORY AREA, BAGADGANJ, NAGPUR - 440 008. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Single Proprietorship Firm.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys; GI Wire, Iron Wire, Barbed Wire, Chain link of metal, Weld Wire mesh, Nails & Wire Nails, metal building materials; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
CRSD
2708986  28/03/2014
Tata Steel Limited
Tata Centre, 43 Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata 700 001.
Manufacturers, Trader and Service Providers.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2709230  29/03/2014
TITAGARH WAGONS LIMITED
FLAT NO.1B,ASTER COURT,3 LOUDON STREET,KOLKATA - 700017, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER & EXPORTER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since :31/12/2013
KOLKATA
Steel Container (Nuclear Biological Chemical Shelter),
2709562  31/03/2014
AMIT METALIKS LIMITED
238 B, A. J. C. Bose Road, 3rd Floor, Kolkata - 700 020, West Bengal
Manufacturer(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s)
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 27/03/2014
KOLKATA
Building Materials of Metal; Reinforcing Materials of Metal for Building; TMT Bars; Common Metals and their Alloys;
Building Panels of Metal; Transportable Buildings of Metal; Latch Bars of Metal; Bars for Metal Railings; Framework of
Metal for Building; Pillars of Metal for Buildings; Cladding of Metal for Construction and Building; Rods of Metal for
Brazing and Welding.
2710143    01/04/2014
MS. KINJAL GAUTAM THACKER
MS KINJAL GAUTAM THACKER.
1-1-135 VIJAY ENCLAVE, WAGHBIL NAKA, GODHBUNDER ROAD, THANE WEST, MAHARASHTRA 400 607
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KANGA & CO.
READYMONEY MANSION, 43, VEER NARIMAN ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GATES, DOORS, WINDOWS, PARTITIONS, EXTRUSIONS, HARDWARES MADE OF COMMON METALS AND THEIR
ALLOYS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2713964  07/04/2014
JITENDRA NAGRAJ KOTHARI
trading as ;DEV METALS
203, RAMDUTT APARTMENT, 3, RAMD BAUG LANE, DAWOOD BAUG, OFF J.P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DRAWER CHANNEL, ALL TYPE OF HINGES, HANDLES, LOCKS, RAILINGS, HARDWARE ITEMS FLOOR SPRING, DOOR CLOSER, PATCH FITTING, SPIDER FITTINGS, GLASS SLIDING DOOR FITTING, CYLINDRICAL LOCK, NIGHT LATCH (METAL), DOOR STOPPER, STOPPER, DEAD LOCK, ALUMINIUM PROFILE, HANDLES, MORTISE HANDLE, FURNITURE FITTINGS, DIGITAL LOCK, DIGITAL SAFE, SLIDING, LOCKS, LATCHES, SCREWS, BRACKETS, MAGNETIC BALL-CAGE, ALUMINIUM FITTINGS, DOOR HINGES, NUT BOLT BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
2715111  09/04/2014
MAXROOF CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MAXROOF CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
B - 414, 4TH FLOOR - PRIDE PURPLE SQUARE, KALEWADI PHATA, KASPATE WASTI, WAKAD, PUNE - 411057
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :21/03/2014

MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE;PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2717787 15/04/2014
SOLANKI POLYMERS PVT.LTD.
4, LUNKAD TOWER, NEAR G. P.O., JALGAON - 425 001.
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALUMINUM FOILS.
2717829  15/04/2014
SHREE SIDDHIVINAYAK ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
B-313, KALPATARU PLAZA, BHAWANI PETH, PUNE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
STRUCTURAL STEEL AND CONSTRUCTION STEEL
2717830   15/04/2014
SHREE SIDDHIVINAYAK ISPAT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
B-313, KALPATARU PLAZA, BHAWANI PETH, PUNE
Manufacturers and merchants
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
STRUCTURAL STEEL AND CONSTRUCTION STEEL
2721271  21/04/2014
ROYAL REFINERY PVT. LTD.
3-E, Trishla Premises Co. Op. Society Ltd., 3rd Floor, 122, Sheikh Menon Street, Mumbai-400 002
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
Metal boxes of jewellery
I.P. CORPORATION

2726023  28/04/2014

CHANDRA CHOTHANI
trading as ;M/s. I. P. CORPORATION
1/6, Rocky Co-op. Industrial Estate, I. B. Patel Road, Goregaon (E), Mumbai-400 063
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :21/11/1979

MUMBAI

All kinds of Flanges & Fittings
BHUPINDER SINGH DEO  
trading as; AMARBIR ENGINEERING CORPORATION  
83, 2ND VIJAYKARWADI, OPP. AMIT DAIRY, S.V. ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA  
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER  
INDIAN NATIONAL  
Used Since: 10/04/1986  
MUMBAI  
WIRE FENCING AND WIRE PRODUCT OF METALS FOR FOOTWEAR AND GARMENTS.
2729854  02/05/2014
ABHAY ISPAT (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
308, PLATINUM, JAWAHAR ROAD, GHAIKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400077.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2410537, 2410538
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PREPAINTED GALVANIZED/GALVALUME STEEL COILS IN CLASS 06
ABHAY ISPAT (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
308, PLATINUM, JAWAHAR ROAD, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400077.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2410537, 2410538
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PREPAINTED GALVANIZED/GALVALUME STEEL COILS IN CLASS 06
ABHAY ISPAT (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
308, PLATINUM, JAWAHAR ROAD, GHAHKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400077.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2410537, 2410538

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PREPAINTED GALVANIZED/GALVALUME STEEL COILS IN CLASS 06
2833378  28/10/2014
BAJRANG WIRE PRODUCTS (INDIA) PVT. LTD
E-762 (A), ROAD NO. 9FI, V.K.I AREA, JAIPUR-302013 (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :06/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, VALVES AND TAPS OF METALS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES
AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF
METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES.
2833926  29/10/2014

KISHORBHAI BHUPENRABHAI
CHITRODA BHUPENRABHAI BHIKHABHAI CHITRODA
PUJABEN KISHORBHAI CHITRODA
SAVITABEN BHUPENRABHAI CHITRODA
trading as ;STEEL SAFE INDUSTRIES
BOLBALA MARG, AHIR CHOWK, ATIKA INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAJKOT. (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :05/05/2012

AHMEDABAD
SAFE DEPOSITE LOCKER, CABINET SAFE, STRONG ROOM DOOR, STEEL FURNITURE INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
2836036  30/10/2014
BHARATBHAI K. CHOVATIA
BHARATBHAI K. CHOVATIA
BHARATBHAI R. VORA
trading as ;SIGNET SALES CORPORATION
PATEL INDUSTRIAL AREA, PLOT NO.1, BEHIND RIDDHI SIDDHI SOCIETY, NEAR SANDHIYA POOL, GONDAL
CHOWKDI, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, ALDROP, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE
FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter..
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF GUJARAT..
2844924  15/11/2014
PANKAJ AGRAWAL
SHOP NO. 61, VINAYAK TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
TMT, BARS, ANGLES, CHANNELS, METAL, COMMON METALS AND OTHER ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS SIX

Surya TMT 500 D+
2844925  15/11/2014
PANKAJ AGRAWAL
SHOP NO. 61, VINAYAK TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
TMT,BARS,ANGLES,CHANNELS,METAL,COMMON METALS AND OTHER ALLOYS,METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,INCLUDED IN CLASS SIX
SHAKTIMAN TMT 500 D

2844926   15/11/2014
PANKAJ AGRAWAL
SHOP NO. 61, VINAYAK TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
TMT, BARS, ANGLES, CHANNELS, METAL, COMMON METALS AND OTHER ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS SIX
2844927    15/11/2014
PANKAJ AGRAWAL
SHOP NO. 61, VINAYAK TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
TMT, BARS, ANGLES, CHANNELS, METAL, COMMON METALS AND OTHER ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS SIX
2845449  18/11/2014
DUSTER METAL PRODUCTS PVT LTD
trading as ;DUSTER METAL PRODUCTS PVT LTD
PATEL INDUSTRIAL AREA, OPP.RIDHHI PARK, NEAR SANDHIYA POOL, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :10/07/2014
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, ALDROP, DOOREYE, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
2848871 24/11/2014
JITESHBHAI B. BARIYA
trading as ;SHREE INDUSTRIES
OPP. BHAGATSINH SHOPPING CENTRE, NR, KRISHNA PAN, 50 FEET ROAD, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT, 360002
DIST RAJKOT STATE GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :11/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
BATH KIT, HANDEL, KITCHEN BASKET, HINGES, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES CURTAIN FINIALS, CANCLE LOCK INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
2859307  09/12/2014
SUDHIRBHAI NARANDAS MORJARIYA
JIMIT SUDHIRBHAI MORJARIYA
trading as ;BALAJI METAL PERFORATORES
G-308, G.I.D.C METODA, RAJKOT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :12/12/2005
AHMEDABAD
PERFORATED SHEETS (METAL) INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
SHRI KHATU SHYAM ALLOYS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SHRI KHATU SHYAM ALLOYS PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 148/3,NR. PARLE COMPANY,VILLAGE KHARADPADA,SILVASSA - 396230,GUJARAT,INDIA.

services provider
BODY INCORPORATE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :24/12/2015

AHMEDABAD
TMT BARS.
3261585  18/05/2016
DINESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;EPOXY HOUSE
T-159/1, BABA FARID PURI, WEST PATEL NAGAR DELHI-110008
TRADING
Used Since :23/08/2002
DELHI
COPPER CLAD LAMINATE
3321847  29/07/2016
MR. AMIT SHARMA
MR. ASHANK RAGHAV
trading as ;NAMAN GLASS & GLAZING
271, Aggarwal Plaza, Plot No –4, DDA Community Centre, Sector — 14, Rohini, New Delhi-110085.

SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, FITTINGS OF METALS FOR BUILDING, FURNITURE,
DOORS AND WINDOW HARDWARE ITEMS, PATCH FITTINGS, SPIDER FITTINGS, HINGES, LOCKS AND BALUSTER
FITTINGS, DOOR CLOSING DEVICES, FLOOR SPRINGS, DOOR CLOSERS, SEALS, MAGNET SEALS, CLAMP FITTINGS,
CONNECTORS, SLIDING DOORS FITTINGS, DOOR CLOSERS AND FLOOR SPRINGS, GRILLS AND RAILING OF METAL,
PIPE HANDLES, GUARD RAILINGS OF METAL, SAFES OF ALL KINDS PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF
INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
3361623  14/09/2016
HARSHADBHAI POPATBHAI VANDRA
trading as ;MANGAL MURTI MICHENICAL WORKS
1832 / 1, FULKUWA VAS, OPP. PANCHAYAT, SARKHEJ, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Used Since :08/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
METAL HOOKS.
3627952  05/09/2017
CREDA OVERSEAS PRIVATE LIMITED
5, Shiv Aaradhna Society, Plot No. 45, Satya Sai Hospital Road, Behind Alap Heritage, Tagore Road, Rajkot 360005, Gujarat, India.
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Locks of metal, other than electric, Locks of metal for vehicles, Locks of metal for bags, Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores, platforms, prefabricated, of metal, door fittings of metal, door frames of metal / door casings of metal, door handles of metal, hinges of metal, screws of metal
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 6

3677528 14/11/2017
MRS. PUNAM SALUJA TRADING AS SUPREME STEEL WORKS
Gandhi Chowk, Bilaspur - 495 001
Sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Metal Rolling Window Shutters, Metal Storage Sheds, Metal gates, Rolled steel & Steel rails
3680550  17/11/2017
M/S. ABHISHEK RE ROLLING MILLS
SURVEY NO. 1709, NANDIGOAN VILLAGE, NANDIGAON MANDAL, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT - 509228, TELANGANA STATE.,
A propriortorship concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :07/02/2017
CHENNAI
ANGLE IRON, ALLOY OF COMMON METALS INCLUDING IRON AND ALUMINUM, STEEL, BARS ETC.
GUANGZHOU HANSTAR HARDWARE LTD
509B, FIFTH LAYERS, EIGHTH BUILDING, NO. 356, XINGANG MIDDLE ROAD, HAIZHU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU,
GUANGDONG PROVINCE, CHINA
A Company duly organized and existing under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
chains of metal*; plugs of metal; ironmongery*; furniture casters of metal; clothes hooks of metal; door handles of metal;
knobs of metal; nuts of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; rings of metal*
SANJAY BANSAL  
KC-137 KAVI NAGAR GHAZIABAD  
Individual  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ANAMIKA RAWAT  
SRA- 15D, Shipra Riviera, Indrapuram, Uttar Pradesh-201010  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  

Metals, metal castings, Locks, Safes, Hardware
Application No: 3704262  16/12/2017
ROOPESH KUMAR
15-2-422/8 SIDDIAMBER BAZAR, HYDERABAD-500012
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Safes; Metal containers for storage or transport
3704695 17/12/2017
MR. RAJESHBHAI R. KASUNDRA
“DHANANJAY”, BLOCK NO. B-25, AALAP GREEN CITY, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 007 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE FURNITURE FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS;
METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY
TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL
HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
ORES.
1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS GROUP
EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL
BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3705464    18/12/2017
METAFLEx DOORS INDIA PVT. LTD
C - 2/32, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI - 110016
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Used Since :01/06/2013
DELHI
METAL HARDWARE, METAL DOORS, METAL WINDOW FITTINGS, METAL PANELS
Vakola
3714952 29/12/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 422003
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
UNWROUGHT AND PARTLY WROUGHT COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METALS AND ALUMINUM SHEETS AND PLATES, PIPES, GOODS OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS, NUT, BOLT, SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, U.J CROSS. STEELBALLS. CONTROL CABLES. LOCKS, LATCHES, IRON NAILS. CHAINS, BULLOCK SHOE NAILS AND HORSE NAILS; ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
3717184  02/01/2018
MANISH BANSAL (KHUSHI INTERGROUP CORPORATION)
158, 3RD, FLOOR, BHERA ENCLAVE, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUPTA ITPC AND ASSOCIATES
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
ANIMESH SENGUPTA
4E, BLOCK 2, SRIJAN MIDLANDS, 83 JESSORE ROAD, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, KOLKATA - 700132

THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes
3752826  14/02/2018
TANMAYANAND ARORA
11/367, SUNDER VIHAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI-110087
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Metal hardware for use in descending ropes, namely, descanters; Metal door handles, door hinges, door bolts, door knobs, door locks, door closers, non-electric, door latches, door stops, Gate hooks of metal; door hardware (metal -), Metal brackets, Brass, Screw rings, metal clips, nuts, bolts and fasteners, spring locks, metal screws, Metal hangers for (specify use), Castors of metal for furniture, Safety chains of metal, Brackets of metal for hanging window draperies, Non-electric metal door closers; Adhesive patches for repairing metal window shutters; Metal hardware for buildings
ASHOK G. JAIN
trading as: SHREE SAMBHAV CORPORATION
SHOP No. 26, PASUBAI CHAWL, NEAR V.T. BAKERY, OPP. DR. N. C. SHAH, HARIYALI VILLAGE, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI-400083
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CASTOR WHEEL, STOPPER, ALDROP, TADI, MAGNET HANDLE, DOOR CHAIN, TOWEL ROD MADE UP OF METAL, SCREW, METAL SCREW, MACHINE SCREW, CRYSTAL HANDLES, CRYSTAL KNOBS, LOCKS, DRAWER SLIDE AND ALL KIND OF FURNITURE FITTINGS MADE OF COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, PROFILES, PATCH FITTINGS, TABLE CHAIN DOOR CLOSER, FLOOR SPRING, SHOWER HINGES, HARDWARE FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES.
3753309   14/02/2018
SHANTILAL SAREMALJI PARMAR TRADING AS BHATIYANI INDUSTRIES
SHED 9, SOMNATH INDUSTRIES AREA, NEAR BALAJI PAN GONDAL CHOWKADI, RAJKOT-360004, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE FITTING, DOOR FITTING, HARDWARE (METAL)
3753485    14/02/2018

KALPESH JAIN
2874 HALLADAKERI MAHAVEENAGARA MYSORE 570001
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal, Hinges of metal incorporating a spring, Metal hinges, Brackets of metal for building, Metal screws, Metal door fasteners, Metal, bolts [fasteners], Hardware of metal, small, Interior wall cladding of metal, Wire Nails, Wire, mesh
3753548  14/02/2018
KULIN JEWELLERS
60/A, Bhoiwada, Bhuleshwar, Mumbai – 400 002
Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. GANESH P. JUVEKAR
17 - 14/B, ZAOBA WADI, THAKURDWAR, MUMBAI - 400002.
Used Since :27/09/1990
To be associated with:
2591029
MUMBAI
Alloys of common metal; bronzes [works of art]; busts of common metal; chains of metal; copper rings; couplings of metal for chains; figurines [statuettes] of common metal / statuettes of common metal; keys of metal; rings of metal/ stop collars of metal; packaging containers of metal; split rings of common metal for keys; silver-plated tin alloys; statues of common metal; works of art of common metal, foundry molds [moulds] of metal.
3753573    14/02/2018

SHIV SECURITY PRODUCTS
04- SARDAR COMPLEX, OPP. MARKETING YARD, BEDI AT BEDI TALUKA, DIST; RAJKOT-360003, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Metal wire [common metal], Metal wire fencing, Fencing wire (Metal -), Metal cable wire, Razor wire (Metal -), Wire of common metal, Metal wires for binding objects, Wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire, Tie wire of metal for binding, Cables, wires and chains, of metal, Wires (Non-electric -) made of base metal, in class-06
MR. PABU RAM DEWASI, TRADING AS:- RAJLAXMI HARDWARE
MOORUSAVIRAMATH ROAD, OPP. HANUMAN TEMPLE, HUBLI – 580 028 (KARNATAKA) INDIA.
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING HARDWARE FURNITURE FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS.
3756702 17/02/2018
BARRY THOMAS D SOUZA
Kingstone Annex B-001, Ground Floor Kaul Heritage City Vasai (West), Palghar, Thane – 401202, Maharashtra
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION;
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF
METAL HARDWARE; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; SAFES
3756805  17/02/2018
BMA STAINLESS LIMITED
P.O.- KALYANESHWARI, DIST.-BURDWAN, PIN-713369, WEST BENGAL, INDIA .
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR,PARIVAR APPARTMENT,ABOVE AMUL SHOP,NEAR WEBEL,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700 135,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :10/07/2006
To be associated with:
1571307
KOLKATA
M. S. ROD, PLAIN AND TMT BAR, STEEL BAR, STEEL PRODUCTS, TOR STEEL, GALVANISED PLAIN AND CORRUGATED
STEEL SHEETS, DUCTILE IRON PIPE AND SEAMLESS PIPE, RIBBED STEEL, MILD STEEL WIRE RODS, MILD STEEL
WIRES, MILD STEEL TUBES, ALLOY AND NON ALLOY STEEL ROLLED PRODUCTS, ALLOY STEEL ROUNDS, HOT
ROLLED STEEL PRODUCTS, TWISTED STEEL BARS, MILD STEEL INGOT, FERRO ALLOYS, .
KUNIX

3757836 19/02/2018
UMESHBHAI R. PADHARA PROPRIETOR OF BALAJI METAL
RADHA MIRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SHED NO. 1, PLOT NO. 40-41, SHRI HARI IND. MAIN ROAD, KOTHARIYA RING ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, SOFALEG, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
3757838 19/02/2018
HARSHADBHAI M. SABHAYA PROPRIETOR OF ANJALI ENGINEERING CO.
2/3, NEW SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. RAJ BANK, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Provision to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
POWERTEX

3758082 19/02/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (HUF) TRADING AS M/S. M.L.TOOLS INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 65, JAMUNA ARCADE, OLD NAVRANG TALKIES, JAMBAKH, HYDERABAD - 500095
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOY; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; Pipes and Tubes of Metal; Goods of Common Metal Not Included in Other Classes;
3758584  20/02/2018
HINDUSTAN EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
E - 55, E - 56/A, E - 56/B, D - 51, D - 52/A, D - 52/B, Sector - C, Sanwer Road, Industrial Area, Indore - 452015, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable building of metals; materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal, materials of metal for railway trunks, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, iron mongery, small items of metal hardware, pipe and tubes of metal, goods of common metal, not included in other class
3758679  20/02/2018
SHREE VALLABH ENTERPRISE
SHAPAR MAIN ROAD, B/H., PATEL VIHAR RESTURANT, SHAPAR, RAJKOT.GUJARAT.INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/08/2016
AHMEDABAD
BASKET OF METAL
3758959    20/02/2018
PRIJESH VINODKUMAR BADIYANI
Shop No 6, Maneebhadrra Tower CHSL, R G Patil Marg, Indralok Phase 4, New Golden Nest Road, Bhayandar East, Thane 401105,
Maharashtra
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/02/2016
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION;
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF
METAL HARDWARE; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; SAFES
3759045   20/02/2018
KAILASH CHAND SURANA TRADING AS KALPTARU ENTERPRISE
No. 17/1 Muthukrishnan Street Kondithope, Chennai - 600079
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Metal screws, Metal hardware.
3759408  21/02/2018

JSS STEEL INDIA
PLOT NO- 339 PHASE - V SEC-56 KUNDLI INDUSTRIAL AREA SONIPAT HARYANA - 131001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL PIPE & TUBES
3759528  21/02/2018
SUNIL SONAGRA
615, GIDC PHASE- 2, DARED, JAMNAGAR - 361004
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal;
Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport;
Safes
3759564 21/02/2018
VIONA INDUSTRIES
AALAP AVENUE, BLOCEK NO.A-26, Nr. PUSHKARDHAM, UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT,(GUJARAT)INDIA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMAARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2017
AHMEDABAD
DOOR KIT (DOOR FITTINGS OF METAL),STOPPER OF METAL, HANDLE, BRACKETS,TOWER BOLT(DOOR FITTINGS OF METAL), SOFA LAGE(METAL HARDWARE),DOOR MAGNET(METAL HARDWARE), INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
FDC

3759792  21/02/2018
FDC INDUSTRY PVT. LTD.
LGF-58, ANSAL FORTUNE ARCADE, SEC-18, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201301.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HINGES, TELESCOPIC CHANNEL, CHANNELS OF METAL, DRAIN CHANNELS OF METAL, ANCHOR CHANNELS OF METAL, RUN OFF CHANNELS OF METAL, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS, SCREWS, NUTS AND BOLTS.
3760022  21/02/2018
CHAULA YAGNESH MODI TRADING AS VELOCITAS
SHOW ROOM NO 2, GROUND FLOOR, SHILP AARON -B, SINDHUBHAVAN ROAD, BODAKDEV
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAKIL AKSHAY AMRATLAL
A 902 POPULAR PARADISE, NEAR VISHWAS CITY 5 & 6, GOTA, AHMEDABAD 382481
Used Since :01/03/2013
AHMEDABAD
METAL HARDWARE
3760100  21/02/2018
M/S DIAMOND INTERNATIONAL INEX PVT. LTD.
PLOT 98, SECTOR-8, IMT MANESAR, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122050, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :04/04/2008
DELHI
GI Grid, Aluminium Grid – False Ceiling Suspension System; Ceiling Tiles made of GI and Aluminium; Wall Tiles and Panels made of GI and Aluminium, GI Metal profiles; Aluminium Metal profiles. Cornices moulds made of metal and moulding moulds made of metal. GI Hardware for fixing Ceiling Tiles
3760260    21/02/2018
SORAB KUMAR RAJPUT
V-1/6 DLF PH-3, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122002
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys, small items of metal hardware.
MAHADEV ENTERPRISES
11, AARTI SOCIETY, DHEBAR ROAD (SOUTH), NEAR AHIR CHOWK, 80 FEET BOLBALA MARG, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, CURTAIN BRACKET, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, SOFALUG, TOWER BOLT, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
3760532  22/02/2018
FAISAL ROOFING SOLUTION (I) PVT LTD
Gala No-A-19 To 22, Balaji Ind Park, Behind Hindalco Ltd, Tondra Village, MIDC Taloja, Raigad - 410208, Maharashtra
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Metal products, metal roofing
3761516  22/02/2018
P.BHASKARAN
MANAGING PARTNER M/S S B STEEL, 37/3463, DESHABHIMANI JUNCTION, N H ROAD, KALOOR, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN-682017,INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-682 018
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Metal screws; Screw rings; Screwnails of metal being included in class 6
P.BHASKARAN
MANAGING PARTNER M/S S B STEEL, 37/3463, DESHABHIMANI JUNCTION, N H ROAD, KALOOR, ERNAKULAM
DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN-682017,INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-
682 018
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Metal screws; Screw rings; Screwnails of metal being included in class 6
TURBOSTEEL
3761993    23/02/2018
SPONGE IRON AND POWER PVT LTD
trading as ;SPONGE IRON AND POWER PVT LTD
NO.32, 7TH "B" MAIN ROAD, JAYANAGAR 4TH BLOCK, BANGALORE-560011 KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIGHNESHWAR BHAT
NO.24, 3RD FLOOR, COMFORT TOWERS, 10TH CROSS WILSON GARDEN, BANGALORE - 27
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSPTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
UNIQUE FRAMES
#11-5-238/1A/NR, SP Nagar, Moosapet, Balanagar, Hyderabad, Telangana

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, Sri Siva Ramakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, METAL PARTITION AND WALL CLADDING, METAL FRAME FOR CEILING, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS
S&J GRANULATE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
403-405, Sumer Kendra, P/B. Marg, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/06/2012
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES, NAMELY, STEEL.
3762236 23/02/2018
VIKAS BANSAL
37, Shakespeare Sarani, 4th floor, Kolkata, 700017, West Bengal, India
Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT MALHOTRA
Ideas2IPR, B-115 Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Metal Goods, non-ferrous metals and their alloys, non-precious metals, bolts, fasteners, nuts, steel wire, steel rods, wires made of metal and their alloys, rods made of metals and alloys, washers made of metal and their alloys, metal locks, non-electric metal cables, steel nuts, steel bolts, steel fasteners, Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, structural steel, steel bars, steel frames, steel rail, steel beams, steel sheets, steel pipes, steel fibers, goods made of steel, small items of metal hardware; bars of common metals and their alloys, pipes and tubes of metal and their alloys; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
LIME

3762308   23/02/2018

MR. DEEPESH S. GALA
SUJATA NIVAS, FLAT NO. 21, ‘C’ WING, 2ND FLOOR, S. V. ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI – 400 050
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
3762434  23/02/2018
VIKAS ARORA (PROPRIETOR OF M/S GAURI ENTERPRISE)
3rd E/102, Nehru Nagar Ghaziabad, U.P., (India)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sculptures of metal, Aluminium foil, Metal chains ,Metal handles , Hooks [metal hardware], Metal railings , small items of metal hardware , chains ,anchor plates / tie plates, baskets of metal, metal cages for wild animals, chimney pots of metal, chimneyys of metal, cornices of metal, door handles of metal, door fasteners of metal, locks of metal, memorial plates of metal
3762805  23/02/2018
NITIN SAINI
KESHAV NAGAR TIKONA NAGLA ROAD
propriter
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WASEEM JAVED, ADVOCATE
3/12, MENDU COMPUND MARRIS ROAD, ALIGARH-202001.
Used Since :22/05/2017
DELHI
Locks of metal, mortice lock and metal hardwares.
3762810   23/02/2018
MR. JAYANTILAL CHHANABHAI PEDHADIYA, TRADING AS:- JAY GURU CAST
K-1, 76/7, G.I.D.C., SHANKER TEKRI, UDHYOG NAGAR, JAMNAGAR – 361 004 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE FURNITURE FITTINGS AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS.
HARDIKBHAI B. RUPARELIYA PROPRIETOR OF MANIRATNA ENTERPRISE
MARUTI INDUSTRIAL AREA, STREET NO. 3, C/O SHIVAM STEEL PRODUCTS, BEHIND MURLIDHAR WAY
BRIDGE, RAJKOT-360004 GUJARAT, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR OF MANIRATNA ENTERPRISE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Railings of Metal, Railing Accessories, Baluster of Metal, Metal Pipe Fittings, Hinges, hardware and hardware product being made from metal, Building or furniture fittings of nickel-silver, Fittings of metal for furniture, door metal fitting, window metal fitting in class-6
3762884   24/02/2018
GYP INDIA PLASTER PVT. LTD.
119, PKT-G-4, SECTOR-16, FF, ROHINI, DELHI-110089.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; SCREWS, METAL CHANNELS/GGRID SECTION USE FOR FALSE CEILING; GI CHANNELS OF METAL; HARDWARE GOODS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL
ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL.
ANKIT RAMESHBHAI SANTOKI TRADING AS S & B ENTERPRISE
Maruti Nandan, Alay Park, B.No.A-52, Nana Mava Main Road, Rajkot-360004, Gujarat
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GLASS PATCH FITTING PRODUCTS, SHOWER HINGES PRODUCTS, SPIDER FITTING PRODUCTS, DOOR CLOSER FITTING PRODUCTS, MORTISE HANDLE LOCKS, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL, IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
AKHIL AGARWAL TRADING AS M/S. ORIENT CREATION
2/410, NEW VISHNUPURI, BELA MARG (SAINANI MARG), NEAR VARUN HOSPITAL, ALIGARH-202001, U.P.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :09/02/2016
DELHI
Locks and hardware (made of common metals)
B.K.T.

3763478   24/02/2018

ASIF
A.K. HARDWARE, A.D.A.COLO NY, NEAR AURANGJEB MASJID, SHAHJAMAL, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.
Used Since :10/04/2014

DELHI
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER,
BRACKETS, LATCHES, KATCHER, HINGES, GATEHOOK AND MAGIC EYE PAD LOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS,
FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK AND MORTICE LOCKS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON
FERROUS METALS.
3763484  24/02/2018
GUDIYA BEGUM
PRADHAN ENTERPRISES, 327 SUPER COLONY, TURKMANGATE, BYE PASS ROAD, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH, 202001 U.P.
Used Since: 10/04/2014
DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK AND MORTICE LOCKS, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS, LATCHES, KATCHER, HINGES, GATEHOOK AND MAGIC EYE MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS.
SAAZ

3763530  24/02/2018
FATEMA MUFFADAL CHUNIA
FATEMI ENTERPRISE, PLOT NO. - 4552 B, Q ROAD, NEAR SRINATHJI CIRCLE, GIDC PHASE 3, DARED, JAMNAGAR – 361004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTING AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS (MADE OF METAL) INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
SUN DREAM
3763733  26/02/2018
SURENDER GUPTA
A 27, Ashok Vihar Phase - I, Delhi-110052
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129 IIND FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
3763879 26/02/2018
AKSHAJ ISPAT LLP.
A-62, BIRLA CEMENT WALI GALI, SWARN PARK, MUNDKA, DELHI-110041, INDIA.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL ROUND BAR, STAINLESS STEEL FLATS, STAINLESS STEEL COIL, STAINLESS STEEL PLATES,
STAINLESS STEEL SQUARE BAR, STAINLESS STEEL PIPES, STAINLESS STEEL HEXAGONAL BAR, STAINLESS STEEL
ANGLE, STAINLESS STEEL SCRAP, STAINLESS STEEL CIRCLES, STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS, STAINLESS STEEL
FITTINGS, , IRON & ALUMINIUM ANGLE, CHANNEL, NUT, BOLT SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, U.J. CROSS, STEEL
BALLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
3763880   26/02/2018
AKSHAJ ISPAT LLP.
A-62, BIRLA CEMENT WALI GALI, SWARN PARK, MUNDKA, DELHI-110041, INDIA.
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL ROUND BAR, STAINLESS STEEL FLATS, STAINLESS STEEL PLATES, STAINLESS STEEL SQUARE BAR, STAINLESS STEEL PIPES, STAINLESS STEEL HEXAGONAL BAR, STAINLESS STEEL ANGLE, STAINLESS STEEL SCRAP, STAINLESS STEEL CIRCLES, STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS, STAINLESS STEEL FITTINGS, STAINLESS STEEL COIL, IRON & ALUMINIUM ANGLE, CHANNEL, NUT, BOLT SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, U.J. CROSS, STEEL BALLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
3764476  26/02/2018
GANESHARAM MALI, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S.GOLDEN ENTERPRISES,
No.118, 2nd Floor, Shop No.3, Broadway, Chennai - 600 103.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building and Construction Materials and Elements of Metal, Metal Hardware Nuts, Bolts and Fasteners of Metal, Doors, Gates, Window and Window Coverings of Metal
3765407  27/02/2018
CABCON INDIA PVT. LTD.
4 A, POLLOCK STREET, SWAIKA CENTRE, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/01/1994
To be associated with:
1009619
KOLKATA
ALUMINIUM WIRES, CABLES, WIRES AND CHAINS, OF METAL, BRASS WIRES.
3765692  27/02/2018
RAKESH.M.,
No.167, School Street, Manali, Chennai - 600 068.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Small Items of Metal Hardware, Metal Door Handle, Channel, Drawer Channel, Hinges, Floor Spring, Screws, Nails, Locks and Fittings, Door and Window Fittings, Tracks (rails) of Metal.
1539279  12/03/2007
BOMAG GmbH
HELLERWALD, 56154 BOPPARD, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINES, MACHINERY, TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INCLUDING TRAFFIC WAY CONSTRUCTION ASPHALT CONSTRUCTION, EARTH-MOVING, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING LANDFILL CONSTRUCTION AND MINING AS WELL AS ROAD DEMOLITION AND ROAD REPAIR IN PARTICULAR CRUSHERS, ROAD MILLERS, ROAD SURFACE BREAKERS, ROAD FINISHERS, ASPHALT FINISHERS, PAVERS, ROAD TOPPING RECYCLERS, GROUND STABILISERS, BINDING AGENT AND GRIT SPREADERS, AND COMPACTORS FOR SOIL, ASPHALT AND WASTE INCLUDING ROLLERS, MASHERS AND VIBRATING PLATES; MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL CONVEYING OF BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDING CONVEYOR BELTS, SLIDERS, HOISTS AND LIFTS; PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS,
1871567 09/10/2009
GLAIR FRESH HOME APPLIANCES PVT. LTD
trading as ;GLAIR FRESH HOME APPLIANCES PVT. LTD
205, PANKAJ PLAZA PLOT NO 9 SEC-6 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURE & TRADER
Used Since :23/06/2008
DELHI
FOOD PROCESSOR, MIXER GRINDER, BLENDER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 7

1993107 25/01/2010
MR. MUKESHKUMAR BABULAL CHOVATIYA
trading as ;Mr. MUKESHKUMAR BABULAL CHOVATIYA
A/1001, Affil Tower, L. H. Road, SURAT (GUJARAT STATE) INDIA.
Manufacturer & Merchant
2003
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVAL & CO.,
A-1, 1ST FLOOR, SATYAMEV-1, OPP. GUJARAT HIGH COURT, SOLA, S.G.ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 060
Used Since : 01/01/2003
To be associated with:
1342481, 1342482

AHMEDABAD
Embroidery Machines & Parts thereof included in Class - 07.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter.. THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1342482..
2018341  03/09/2010
MR. SARABJIT SINGH
trading as ; M/S SUPREME CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS
NA-28A GALI NO 5 VAISHNU GARDEN NEW DELHI 18
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since : 01/07/2007
DELHI
VIBRATOR NEEDLES
2053275  15/11/2010
SANDEEP AWASTHY
trading as ;M/S DOMINANT BUSINESS GROUP
834 IIND FLOOR NAC MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.J. REGISTRATION SERVICE
Used Since :15/05/1988
DELHI
MINI MOBILE CONCRETE BATCHING-MIXING -MACHINE, MICROPROCESSOR BASED FULLY AUTOMATIC CONCRETE
BATCHING MIXING PLANT WITH "REVERSIBLE DRUM MIXER, MICROPROCESSOR BASED FULLY AUTOMATIC MOBILE
CONCRETE BATCHING MIXING PLANT WITH PAN MIXER, MICROPROCESSOR BASED FULLY AUTOMATIC MOBILE
CONCRETE BATCHING MIXING PLANT WITH PAN MIXER (SINGLE CHASSIS), PLC BASED FULLY AUTOMATIC
CONCRETE BATCHING MIXING PLANT WITH SINGLE SHAFT MIXER/PAN MIXER, CONCRETE LINING PAVER FINISHER,
WET SHOTCRETING MACHINE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
AVNI

2075238  27/12/2010
SHRI VED PARKASH BANSAL
trading as ;BANSAL SALES
SANOURI ADDA, PATIALA-147001 PB
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
SUMBERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTOR, SATATER, DIESEL ENGINE SET, AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
2081816  07/01/2011
M/S. NINGBO CORE MACHINE CO.LTD.
JIULONGJIANG IND ZONE XIAOTANG XIANGSHAN MINGBO ZHEJIANG CHINA
.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEXPERITUS
P-5 A JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
KNIVES [PARTS OF MACHINES]; DRILLING HEADS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; BLADES [PARTS OF MACHINES]; CHUCKS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; BLADE HOLDERS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; TOOLS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; HOLDING DEVICES FOR MACHINE TOOLS; DRILL CHUCKS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; DRILLING BITS [PARTS OF MACHINES].
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2122537  29/03/2011
TURNKEY PRINTING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
B-20 OKHLA INDL. AREA PHASE-II NEW DELHI 110020
TRADER / MANUFACTURER,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJEEV CHAUHAN (ADV.)
320, SYNDICATE HOUSE, INDERLOK, OLD ROHTAK ROAD, DELHI-35.
Used Since :21/09/2004
DELHI
INKJET PRINTING MACHINE AND ACCESSORIES FOR LARGE FORMAT PRINTING SOLUTIONS.
A.G. DERCO BELTING (INDIA) PVT. LTD

2151673   30/05/2011
A.G. DERCO BELTING (INDIA) PVT. LTD.  
KHASRA NO. 502 & 503, DUJANA ROAD, NEAR PATWARI BAGH, TEHSIL-DADRI, DISTT. GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, U.P  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES  
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)  
Used Since: 01/04/2011  
DELHI  
INDUSTRIAL BELTS, BELTS CONVEYORS, BELT (DYNAMO), BELTS"FOR MACHINES, BELTS FOR MOTOR & ENGINE, LIFT BELTS & ALL INDUSTRIAL BELTS, FAN BELTS, CONVEYOR SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
SHARDA

2176961  18/07/2011
PRITAM SINGH
trading as ;RUPAL MECHANICAL WORKS
530/8, NAYA MOHALLA, LAKKAR BAZAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/01/1970
DELHI
SEWING MACHINE & PARTS (EXCEPT NEEDLES)
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF north india.
STACKEE
2233359   14/11/2011
ABHISHEK JAIN
FLAT NO. 21, NAV SHAKTI SADAN, SECTOR - 13, ROHINI, DELHI - 110085
MANUFACTURE&MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SARBJEET SINGH REKHI
17/15, TULI COMPLEX TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :27/03/2010
DELHI
MACHINES, PACKING MACHINES, GLASS/ CUP STACKING MACHINE
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
LEO HYDRAULIC JACK

2236053  18/11/2011
MADHUSUDAN GUPTA
F-107 FIRST FLOOR PLOT NO 12 ADITYA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX PREEET VIHAR DELHI 110092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since : 10/10/2004
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF LIFTING JACKS (HYDRAULIC JACK)
2238888   24/11/2011
M V SALES (INDIA) PVT. LTD
25/105, STREET NO. 14 VISHWAS NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI- 32.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EMAAR CONSULTANTS
1/27 FIRST FLOOR LALITA PARK LAXMI NAGAR NEAR GURUDWARA VIKAS MARG DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturing of Parts & Spare Parts of Textile Machinery, Industrial Automation Accessories and Equipments
"THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER."
2257051  27/12/2011
ORCHIDS DIAMOND TOOLS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 80, SECTOR - 8, IMT MANESAR, GURGAON - 122050, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :05/09/2010
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS, POWER TOOLS INCLUDING IN CLASS-07
2257575  28/12/2011
A.P.SINGH & COMPANY
40 ,NEW KAPOOR NAGAR, SULATNWIND ROAD, AMRITSAR-143001, PB
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. HANNA & CO.
B - XVIII 17-18, PURIAN MOHALLA, BATALA - 143 505 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/12/2007
DELHI
PIPE BENDING AND PIPE CUTTER MACHINES , HYDRAULIC PIPE BENDING MACHINES AND JIG SAW MACHINES INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
2259440  30/12/2011
MR MANMOHAN SINGH
trading as ;PERFECT ENGG. WORKS
T-2/134 PHASE-I, INDUSTRIAL AREA MANGOL PURI DELHI-83
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/10/1972
DELHI
ELECTRIC MOTORS, GRINDERS, POLISHERS, MONO BLOCK PUMPS & PUMPS OF ALL KINDS AND ALTERNATORS
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "PERFECT" APPEARING ON LABEL..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 7

2259522 30/12/2011
SHRI VIRENDRA KUMAR AGARWAL
SMT RENU AGARWAL
SHRI RISHI GOYAL
trading as ;STERLING IRRIGATIONS
BLOCK E-12/8 101 -A 1ST FLOOR SANJAY PLACE AGRA
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :10/09/2004
DELHI
DIESEL ENGINE, GENERATING SETS (DIESEL), ALTERNATORS, CANOPY, ALL TYPE OF PUMPING SETS, WATER PUMPS, KEROSENE ENGINE AND THEIR PARTS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
2261413  04/01/2012
RAVI GUPTA
trading as ;VASU ENGINEERS
R-115 IIIND FLOOR VANI VIHAR UTTAM NAGAR DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2004
DELHI
CUTTING TOOLS SOLID CARBIDE AND MILLS BORING BARS, TOOL HOLDERS COLLET CHUCKS, SPUNNERS
NANOFORCE
2263073  09/01/2012
CUMMINS FILTRATION INC.,
500 JACKSON STREET, 47201, COLUMBUS, INDIANA 47201, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
MANUFACTURES & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF INDIANA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Oil filters, gasoline filters, diesel fuel filters and air filters for motors and engines; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; fuel filters and structural parts thereof; air filters and oil filters and structural parts thereof; air filters and oil filters for mechanical purposes; hydraulic fluid filters for mechanical purposes; oil filters, gasoline filters, air filters and fuel filters for motors and engines of land and marine vehicles; canisters and housing for all the foregoing filters sold as a unit; in class 7."
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 7

JME

GORAYA

2276371 02/02/2012
JAGJEET SINGH
trading as JME J.M. ELECTROCRETS
RZ-29 RAVI NAGAR EXT NEW DELHI 110018
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHajanPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since: 20/06/2011
DELHI
MACHINE & MACHINE TOOLS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MOTOR PUMP IN CLASS 7.
2320141    23/04/2012
MR. NITIN MAHAJAN
trading as ;NITIN INDUSTRIES
239 SEC-25 PART-2 HUDA INDUSTRIAL AREA PANIPAT HARYANA-132103
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RZ.-64 MANAS KUNJ UTTAM NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
POWER JACQUARD MACHINE, TEXTILE MACHINERY, INCLUDING IN CLASS-07
2323866   30/04/2012
GONG YANG MACHINERY CO., LTD.
NO. 19, LANE 190, FU YIH ROAD, TAIPING DIST., TAICHUNG CITY 411, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
MANUFACTURER AND A TRADER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
METALWORKING MACHINES INCLUDING MILLING MACHINES IN CLASS 7
GANPATI MACHINE TOOLS

2333305  17/05/2012
SH. MANPREET SINGH
trading as ;S.S.STEEL CRAFT INDUSTRIES
KAMI MAJRA, KHAJURI ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G.MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133001
Used Since :31/05/2004

DELHI
GRINDING MACHINE, CHEMICAL DIPPING MACHINE, PEELING MACHINE, SEASONING CHAMBER, GLUE SPREADER, HOT PRESS, RIPSAW, D.D. SAW, WOOD CUTTER, PLANNER, WOOD WORKING MACHINERY AND PLYWOOD MACHINERY.
2334148  18/05/2012
VINOD NANDA
trading as ;SUPER PRECISION PRODUCTS
6A CO-OP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE DADA NAGAR KANPUR U.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/06/2000
DELHI
POWER OPERATED CUTTING MACHINES AND MACHINES TOOLS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
WINNER

2337756   25/05/2012
MR. KARTAR SINGH
MR. BHAGWAN SINGH
MR. RAGHUBIR SINGH
MR. GURDEEP SINGH
trading as ;BEAS ENGINEERING WORKS
1285 JAWAHAR COLONY NIT FARIDABAD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET, MONO BLOCK PUMP SET, MOTOR SELF PRIMING PUMP, AGRICULTURAL PUMP,
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, SHALLO PUMP AND ELECTRICAL MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES).
2339347    29/05/2012
SMT MADHU MISHRA
SHRI SACHINDRA NATH MISHRA
SMT PRIYA MISHRA
SHRI SUMIT MISHRA
trading as ;CENTER FOR POLLUTION CONTROL
MADHUBANI VILA OPP HARSH GAS LANE N-11/99-L PLOT NO 8 SHIVRAJ NAGAR EXTN RANIPUR MAHMOORGANJ
VARANASI U.P
MERCHANTS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (MLG.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
DISPOSALS (GARBAGS WASTE )
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
SH. TARA CHAND BHUTORIA TRADING AS M/S. STAR ELECTRICALS (INDIA)
trading as ;Sh. TARA CHAND BHUTORIA trading as M/s. STAR ELECTRICALS (INDIA)
519-520, BAZAR TELIWARA, DELHI 110 006, INDIA

Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since :01/04/1979

DELHI
Machines and machine tools including sewing, embroidery and other household machines, washing machines, dryers, mixers, juicers, grinder, kitchen machines, parts, fitting and accessories thereof; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs
2342226 04/06/2012
SOUND BLAST SONIC POWER COMPANY LTD,
A1 7 B1 2/F HILLER COMMERCIAL BUILDING 89-91 WING LOK STREET HONG KONG CHINA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ESTABLISHED AS PER THE LAWS OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/05/2007
DELHI
BLOWING MACHINES FOR EXHAUSTION OF DUST
2342228  04/06/2012
SOUND BLAST SONIC POWER COMPANY LTD.
A1 7 B1 2/F HILLER COMMERCIAL BUILDING 89-91 WING LOK STREET HONG KONG CHINA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER
A COMPANY ESTABLISHED AS PER THE LAWS OF CHINA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :19/04/2012
DELHI
BLOWING MACHINES FOR EXHAUSTION OF DUST
SATHI
2342273 04/06/2012
SANTOKH SINGH
trading as :M/S SATHI SEWING MACHINE CO.
736, INDUSTRIAL AREA-B, LUDHIANA.(PB.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/1969
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF, EMBROIDERY MACHINES, ZIG-ZAG MACHINES, BACK CLOSER MACHINES AND ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR USE IN SEWING MACHINES.
HYPERPOOL

2348997  15/06/2012
DERRICK CORPORATION
590 DUKE ROAD BUFFALO NEW YORK 14225 USA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
U.S CORPORATION ORGANIZED IN NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA.
103-104, ASHOKA ESTATE 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 1.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
VIBRATORY INDUSTRIAL SCREENING APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING MATERIALS AND PARTS THEREOF; SCREEN ASSEMBLIES AND CLOTHS FOR VIBRATORY SCREENING MACHINES; DRILL MUD SCREENING MACHINES; SOLIDS SEPARATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MATERIAL DRYER MACHINES; ELECTRIC VIBRATORY MOTORS FOR MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF
DUAL POOL

2348998  15/06/2012
DERRICK CORPORATION
590 DUKE ROAD BUFFALO NEW YORK 14225 USA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
U.S CORPORATION ORGANIZED IN NEW YORK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA,
103-104, ASHOKA ESTATE 24, BARAKHamba ROAD, NEW DELHI - 1.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VIBRATORY INDUSTRIAL SCREENING APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING MATERIALS AND PARTS THEREOF; SCREEN
ASSEMBLIES AND CLOTHS FOR VIBRATORY SCREENING MACHINES; DRILL MUD SCREENING MACHINES; SOLIDS
SEPARATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MATERIAL DRYER MACHINES; ELECTRIC VIBRATORY MOTORS FOR MACHINES
AND PARTS THEREOF
2358347  04/07/2012
SH MAN SINGH AND SH RUMMY CHHABRA
155-A CARIAPPA MARG SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-110062
MANUFACTURER & EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/1957
DELHI
CHAINS AND PARTS THEREOF (FOR USE IN MACHINES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
2358878 05/07/2012
S. JASWANT SINGH
trading as ;JASWANT SINGH GIAN SINGH
G.T ROAD GORAYA DISTT JALANDHAR PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
TOKA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."Toka".
MASTRO

2360066  06/07/2012

SH ANKIT GARG

trading as ;MASTRO INDUSTRIES

C/O RAJEEV KUMAR & BROTHERS OPP V.V. INTER COLLEGE SHAMLI PRABHU NAGAR UP

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI

MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS INCLUDING MOTOR AND PUMPS, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDERS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, WATER PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS, MONOBLOC K PUMPS
Priority claimed from 16/01/2012; Application No. : VA 2012 00152. ;Denmark

IRON PUMP A/S
GENERATOVEJ 10 2730 HERLEV DENMARK.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF DENMARK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Used Since :01/10/2009

DELHI
"PUMPS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING MARINE AND OFFSHORE PURPOSES AND FOR USE IN THE ENERGY SECTOR, ESPECIALLY TRANSPORTATION OF FLUIDS, INCLUDING CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, PISTON PUMPS, HYDRAULIC PUMPS, TURBINE PUMPS, POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS, HEELING PUMPS, GEAR PUMPS (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL),REGULATION AND CONTROL DEVICES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PUMPS AND PUMPING PLANTS, FILTERS FOR PUMPS AND PUMPING PLANTS; AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) FOR THESE GOODS.
COBALT
2366296  19/07/2012
SIMCOR STEEL PVT. LTD
S-13 ST SOLDIER TOWER, G BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 18
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS, HYDRAULIC HAMMERS, EXCAVATOR ATTACHMENTS, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS & ITS PARTS FOR SALE IN INDIA & EXPORT
SANDHURST

2366298 19/07/2012

SIMCOR STEEL PVT. LTD
S-13 ST SOLDIER TOWER, G BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 18
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & EXPORTERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS, HYDRAULIC HAMMERS, EXCAVATOR ATTACHMENTS, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS & ITS PARTS FOR SALE IN INDIA & EXPORT
ROCKRAM

2366301    19/07/2012

SIMCOR STEEL PVT. LTD
S-13 ST SOLDIER TOWER, G BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 18
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS, HYDRAULIC HAMMERS, EXCAVATOR ATTACHMENTS, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS & ITS PARTS FOR SALE IN INDIA & EXPORT
T-SYSTEMS

Priority claimed from 27/01/2012; Application No. : 30 2012 011 733 ;Germany
2371235 27/07/2012

DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG
FRIEDRICH - EBERT- ALLEE 140, 53113 BONN, GERMANY.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICES PROVIDERS
( A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY )

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Machines for household and commercial sector, in particular washing machines; washers for the industrial and the household sector, in particular dishwashers; electric kitchen machines, namely, electric mixers, electric can openers, electric coffee grinders, electric egg beaters, electric food blenders, electric food processors, electric food slicers, electric fruit peelers, electric fruit presses and squeezers for household purposes, electric ice crushing and ice shaving machines, electric juicers, electric knives, and electric milk frothers; electric cleaning apparatus for household purposes.
KRANTI 756XH

2371465  27/07/2012

K.S.AGROTECH PVT.LTD.
RAIKOT ROAD, MALERKOTLA, DIST. SANGRUR, PB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/04/2003

DELHI

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OF LARGER SIZE INCLUDING HARVESTER COMBINES AND STRAW REAPERS
2372100  30/07/2012
S. NARPAL SINGH
trading as ;SWARUP MECHANICAL WORKS
OVERLOCK BUILDINGS, OVERLOCK ROAD, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTABILITYS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ELECTRIC MOTORS, INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FOR SALE INDIA & FOR EXPORT
2372433 31/07/2012
AMAN CLEANING EQUIPMENTS PVT LTD
D-326 SECTOR 63 NOIDA 201301UP
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :21/05/2000
DELHI
CLEANING MACHINE
InnoServ

2374669   03/08/2012
QUANTUM LTD
201 ROGERS OFFICE BUILDING, EDWIN WALLANCE REY DRIVE, GEORGE HILL, ANGUILLA, B.W.I.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial robots, Mechanical arm, Machines for the production of electronic parts, Metalworking machines, Automated Storage and Retrieval Equipment.
2602877  26/09/2013
SOLMEC EARTHMOVERS PRIVATE LIMITED
10-A, SARVODAY SOCIETY, NEAR JAWAHAR CHOWK, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380 008. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER/ MARKETERS/ TRADERS/ SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :04/09/2008
AHMEDABAD
EARTH MOVING MACHINES, ROAD CONSTRUCTION MACHINES AND ITS EQUIPMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
LAKS

2619068  28/10/2013
RAJEEV BHUTANI
trading as; Rajeev Bhutani
328 A, Himmat Nagar, Tonk Road Gopalpura byepass jaipur
manufacturer & merchant
manufacturer & merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & COMPANY
s-10,arihant tower chandpole bazar jaipur

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bearings, Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and
transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for
eggs. included in class seven
2634854    29/11/2013
MOHD.AMIN HANIF SUNASARA
trading as ;M/s .MICRO ENGINEERING WORKS
A/603, ABULKALAM BUILDING, MOMIN NAGAR, PATEL ESTATE ROAD, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102,
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/05/2012
MUMBAI
GOODS OF MECHANICAL SHAFT SEALS, RUBBER O-RINGS, TEFLOM PARTS, TEFLOM PACKINGS, ROTARY UNIONS
AND FLUID SEALING COMPONENTS.
2636562 03/12/2013

T.KANNAN
trading as ;SUPREME INDUSTRIES
NO. 10/11 - 12, AMMANKULAM ROAD, P.N.PALAYAM, COIMBATORE - 641037
MANUFACTURER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
GRINDERS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2639160 09/12/2013
V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as;V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
33/2905 F, VENNALA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682028, KERALA STATE, INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
“MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED KITCHEN UTENSILS; MIXERS, GRINDERS,
SHREDDERS, SLICERS, GRATERS, KNIVES, MILLING, MINCING, KNEADING, RASPING MACHINES, BLENDERS, JUICE
EXTRACTORS, JUICERS, COFFEE GRINDERS; FOOD PROCESSOR; PARTS AND FITTINGS OF THE AFORESAID GOODS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..THIS IS SUBJECT TO
RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY..
INDERLAL VAISHNAV
trading as ;JAI INDUSTRIES
M N D SOUZA COMPOUND, NEXT TO VINOD PLASTIC COMPANY., KHAIRANI ROAD, SAKINAKA, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :21/12/2011
MUMBAI
DOMESTIC MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER AND PARTS
2648427  24/12/2013
M.S.SARANYA
trading as ;S.S.S.AUTOMATION AND PACKAGING MACHINES
NO. 1A, BUDDHA 4TH STREET, RAMAKRISHNAPURAM, GANAPATHY POST COIMBATORE - 641006. TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETRIX
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHAMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :07/11/2012
CHENNAI
PACKAGING MACHINES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 7

2649186 26/12/2013
PIX TRANSMISSIONS LIMITED
J-7, MIDC, HINGNA ROAD, NAGPUR-440016
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 039.
Used Since :01/05/2012
To be associated with:
747907, 1690418, 1874767, 2588243, 2649171, 2649172, 2649173, 2649174, 2649175, 2649176, 2649177, 2649178, 2649179, 2649180, 2649181, 2649182, 2649184, 2649185
MUMBAI
V-BELTS, RUBBER BELTINGS, FAN BELTS, INDUSTRIAL V-BELTS, TRANSMISSION BELTS, CHAINS, SPROCKETS AND PULLEYS (PARTS OF MACHINES), BELT TENSIONER BEING PARTS OF MACHINES.
2649194    26/12/2013
MUKESH.M.PATWARI
NO.105, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, SHOP NO. 18, CHENNAI-600 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/2008

CHENNAI
MIXER, JUICER, WET GRINDER, MIXIE, GRINDER, WASHING MACHINE, ELECTRICAL MOTOR AND PUMP, HAND
BLANDER, SEWING MACHINE, MACHINE TOOLS AND SPARE PARTS
2649217  26/12/2013
K. SARAVANAN
trading as; GREENTECH INDUSTRIES
NO:45, ELANGO NAGAR, SHOBA NAGAR ROAD, AVARAMPAIAYAM, COIMBATORE - 641 006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :02/08/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OPEN WELL PUMPS AND SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, PUMPS & MOTORS, MONOBLOCKS PUMPS, SELF PRIMING MONOBLOCKS PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL MONOBLOCKS PUMPS, CENTRIPETAL PUMPS, SCREW PUMPS, SELF PRIMING PUMPS, BOOSTER PUMPS, PERIPHERAL IMPELLER PUMPS, JET PUMPS, TURBINE PUMPS, PUMP IMPELLERS, PUMP CASINGS, PUMP FLANGES, V6 PUMPS, V4 PUMPS, SINGLE PHASE OPEN WELL PUMPS, SPRAY PUMPS.
2649332   26/12/2013
MRS. SUSHEELA DEVI
H.No.5-3-799, III FLOOR, SONI-NIKETAN, GOSHA MAHAL, NEAR TOP KHANA MASJID, HYDERABAD - 500 012, ANDHRA
PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
MIXER GRINDER, TABLE TOP WET GRINDER
Mark as a whole considered.
2649794  26/12/2013
DINESH GARG
trading as ;GB INTERNATIONAL
NO.16, 1ST STREET, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI - 600 098.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :04/01/2010
CHENNAI
WELDING MACHINES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2651678  31/12/2013

N.BHUVA NESHWARI

trading as; GAYATHRI ENTERPRISES

NO.20-1-T-28/2, AZEEZUDDIN ROAD, [NEAR;NARAYANA HOTEL AND INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK], BUNDER,
MANGALORE-575001, KARNATAKA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.

NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBANKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALL TYPES OF DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL WET GRINDERS, MIXER GRINDER, JUICER, VEGETABLE CUTTER,
MOTORS AND PUMPS, DRILLING MACHINE, GRINDING MACHINE, STONE AND MARBLE CUTTER
2652726  01/01/2014
KISHORBHAI BABULAL SAVALIYA
trading as ;M/S. SUMEET ENGINEERING CO.
5, BHAKTINAGAR STATION PLOT, RAJKOT-360002 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :15/12/2008
AHMEDABAD
DIESEL ENGINE AND PART, ALL TYPE OF WATER PUMP AND MOTOR INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE RAJKOT..
2654165 03/01/2014
SHRI VIJAYBHAI NANJIBHAI DEPANI
SHRI HARSUKUMAR KANTILAL DEPANI
SHRI HIRALBEN BRIJESHBHAI DEPANI
SHRI HARIBHAI NATHUBHAI VACHHANI
SHRI SANJANABEN RAJNIKANT VACHHANI
SHRI MINAXIBEN DIVYESHBHAI VACHHANI
trading as : OOGEE INDIA
VIRAT HOUSE, OPP. SHIVAM APPARTMENT, JAGNATH PLOT, STREET No. 5, B/h. BLUE CLUBE, YAGNIK ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since : 25/07/2013
AHMEDABAD
GRINDING MILLS (FLOUR MILLS), ELECTRIC FOOD BLENDERS (FOR HOUSE HOLD PURPOSE), ELECTRIC MIXERS (KITCHEN MACHINES)
2654583  02/01/2014
SRI GANESH ELECTRICALS
5-1-531/230, 2ND FLOOR, NARESHWARI MARKET, SECUNDERABAD, HYDERABAD-500003
Manufacturers and Distributors
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. VIJAYA KUMAR
C/O I-WIN SERVICES, A-199 1ST PHASE, ALLWYN COLONY, KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD-37
Used Since :29/04/2011
CHENNAI
Submersible Pumps, Monobloc Pumps, Motors and Engines for drawing and dispensing water.
2655148   06/01/2014
EAST COAST MAGNETS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SARDA MAGNETS
44/1/6, PHASE - 1, I.D.A., JEEDIMETLA, HYDERABAD - 500 055. ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
DESIGN,MANUFACTURING,INSTALLATION,SERVICING OF INDUSTRIAL MAGNETIC TOOLS. EG:MAGNETIC
CHUCKS,MAGNETIC LIFTER,MAGNETIC SEPARATOR,MAGNETIC DRILL STAND,DEMAGNETIZER,MISC. MAGNETIC
FIXTURES AND APPARATUS
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BORATTI HARSHAVARDHAN
#26 (OLD NO. 106), 5TH CROSS, ANUBHAVA NAGAR, NAGARBHAVI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 072
Used Since :01/01/1958
CHENNAI
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission
components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs
2658686  13/01/2014
JUGRAJJI CHANDANMALJI MALANI
trading as H.P. ASSOCIATE
JINENDRA MARKETING 893/5 SHANTHI COMPLEX NAGRATHPET BANGALORE 560002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :15/03/2012
CHENNAI
‘DOMESTIC MIXER, WEIGHT GRINDER, HAND BLENDER, JUICER AND PARTS’
SUBJECT TO Restricting THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF SOUTH INDIA..
2658689  13/01/2014
JUGRAJJI CHANDANMALJI MALANI
trading as ;H.P. ASSOCIATE
JINENDRA MARKETING 893/5 SHANTHI COMPLEX NAGRATHPET BANGALORE 560002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :15/03/2012
CHENNAI
'DOMESTIC MIXER, WEIGHT GRINDER, HAND BLENDER, JUICER AND PARTS'
2660397    16/01/2014
INNOVATIVE TECHNOMICS PVT. LTD.
114/2/1, GENERAL BLOCK, MIDC, BHOSARI, PUNE-411026
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT. 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :26/03/1993
MUMBAI
MOTOR STARTERS, SOFT STARTERS, WINCHES, LINEAR MOTORS, SHREDDERS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE
2661304 17/01/2014
R.R. RANGHANATHEN
C.R DHRANAN
R.R VIDHYAADHARAN
trading as ;PERFECT ENGINEERS,
37, THOTTIPALAYAM ROAD, CHINNIAMPALAYAM, COIMBATORE - 641062, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT,1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/11/2013
CHENNAI
PERIPHERAL PUMPS, SELF AND NON- SELF PRIMING PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, JET PUMPS, SHALLOW WELL
JET PUMPS, HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL OPEN WELL SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, BOREHOLE SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS,
PRESSURE BOOSTING PUMPS, HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL MULTISTAGE PUMPS, INLINE PUMPS; PUMPS NAMELY
FOR SWIMMING POOLS, SEWAGE, SLUDGE, SUBMERSIBLE SEWAGE, SUBMERSIBLE DEWATERING, SUBMERSIBLE
SLURRY; END SUCTION CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, PRESSURE BOOSTING AND HYDRO PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS, ELECTRIC
MOTORS, 3 PHASE AND SINGLE PHASE AC INDUCTION MOTORS, VFD MOTORS, BRAKE MOTORS, GEARED MOTORS
NEERWELL
2667432  28/01/2014
INDIRA DEVI
4/5, SHOP NO-2, GULAB MANSION GK TEMPLE STEET, UM LANE CHICKPET, BANGALORE - 560053, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS, PUMPS, AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
RABWIN
2670266  31/01/2014
RABWIN INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RABWIN INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
3/387, KULATHUR ROAD, VENKITAPURAM POST, COIMBATORE 641 062. INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/06/2013
CHENNAI
TRANSMISSIONS FOR MACHINES; PARTS OF MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE
INCLUDING CNC (COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL) MACHINES; CNC MACHINE PARTS AND COMPONENTS FOR
DIESEL ENGINES, EARTH MOVING MACHINES, CONTROL VALVES, SAFETY VALVES, TRACTOR PARTS, RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT, TEXTILE MACHINES, METERING PUMPS, WIND ENERGY AND FERROUS AND NONFERROUS CNC
MACHINED COMPONENTS AND PRECISION COMPONENTS
MANIVAANAN .S
trading as ;M/S. PHOENIX INTERACTIVES
177/26, GROUND FLOOR, 4TH MAIN, INDUSTRIAL TOWN, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560044, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since : 01/08/2012
CHENNAI
SILENCERS BEING PARTS OF EXHAUST SYSTEMS AND SILENCERS FOR MOTORCYCLE AND ENGINES
2671362 03/02/2014
ALAVIKUTTY
trading as ;ASHEEKHA ASSOCIATES
VII / 235, NAZEEM COMLEX, EAST BAZAR, TIRUR, MALAPPURAM - 676101 KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVINE LOGICS
SUDHAMANDIRUM, SREE NAGAR - 5, PARUTHIPPARA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 025.
Used Since :01/10/2013
CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, MOTORS AND ENGINES, (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES) MACHINE COUPLING
AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS, MOTOR AND PUMPESETS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."**GERMAN**".
AREA RESTRICTED TO SOUTH INDIA..
V. ROOPA
trading as; GOWTHAM INDUSTRIES
AT NO: 531/2, OORNANKAR THOTTAM, KUPPANAKEYAN PALAYAM, THADAGAM ROAD, KANUVAI COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 30/01/2014
CHENNAI
PUMPS AND MOTORS, SPARES AND ACCESSORIES FOR THESE
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS PUMPS AND MOTORS SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION..
2673968 07/02/2014
ROBY VARGHESE
SANTHOSH.K.S
trading as :SPECTRA TECH
KONIKKARA .P.O, OLLUR, TRICHUR, KERALA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COLLEGEUM KONSULTANTS
T-15,EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP:CENTRAL POLICE STATION,ERNAKULAM, KOCHI-18, KERALA.
Used Since :11/06/2012
CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINES TOOLS, CONVEYOR ACCESSORIES, VIBRATING SCREEN, VIBRATING FEEDER, SAND WASHING PLANT
area restricted to kerala.
2679563  14/02/2014
MD FARUQUE
trading as ;USHA TRADERS
BISHWA MOHAN MARKET, MAIN ROAD, RAXAUL, EAST CHAMPARAN (BIHAR)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2010
KOLKATA
Sewing Machines & its parts thereof (Except Needles).
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
AQUAFOSS
2680448  17/02/2014

VETTIYATIL ABDUL KADER
AT "THAVEEL HOUSE", MOONNIYUR POST, PIN- 676 311, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :02/02/2014

CHENNAI
MOTOR AND PUMP SETS, SUBMERSIBLE MOTORS AND PUMP SETS, CENTRIFUGE PUMP SETS, JET PUMP SETS,
COMPRESSOR PUMP SETS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
DEWDROP

2680449  17/02/2014
VETTIYATIL ABDUL KADER
AT "THAVEEL HOUSE", MOONNIYUR POST, PIN- 676 311, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :02/02/2014

CHENNAI
"MOTOR AND PUMP SETS, SUBMERSIBLE MOTORS AND PUMP SETS, CENTRIFUGE PUMP SETS, JET PUMP SETS, COMPRESSOR PUMP SETS"
2682225 19/02/2014

AVATAR RENEWABLES PRIVATE LTD
trading as ;AVATAR RENEWABLES PRIVATE LTD
III/29 B, NEAR SOCIAL CENTRE, KALAMASSERY, KOCHI - 683 104, KERALA
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :24/10/2013

CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLINGS AND BELTING (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES); LARGE SIZE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS; INCUBATORS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2683416   20/02/2014
TIWARI RAJESH
3, AMBIKA TEMPLE COMPOUND, OPP. SBI, KIROL ROAD, VIDYA VIHAR, (WEST) MUMBAI-400086
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :31/01/1989
MUMBAI
LIFT CONTROL PANELS, LOP, COP, DOB AND LCD DISPLAY FOR LIFTS
2683417  20/02/2014
TIWARI ANITA
3, AMBIKA TEMPLE COMPOUND, OPP. SBI, KIROL ROAD, VIDYA VIHAR, (WEST) MUMBAI-400086
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, Ghaziabad, U.P.
Used Since :01/04/1992
MUMBAI
LIFT CONTROL PANELS, LOP, COP, DOB AND LCD DISPLAY FOR LIFTS
2693852 07/03/2014
RANJANA MOHTA
trading as JMD TEXTILE
1, JADOOLAL MULLICK ROAD, KOLKATA 700006
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since: 19/09/2013
KOLKATA
SEWING NEEDLES + MACHINARY PARTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL...
GOODS /SERVICE FOR SALE IN EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
SAMSUNG CRYSTAL BLUE

2694444  07/03/2014

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si,Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A Korean Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1240403

KOLKATA
DISH WASHERS; ELECTRIC MIXERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER BAGS; ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS; ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ROBOTIC VACUUM CLEANERS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD CRYSTAL BLUE. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2700864    18/03/2014
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
IMPORTER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2368163

KOLKATA
Machines as far not included in other classes, machine tools, not being punching for manufacturing screws, bolts and rivets having recessed heads; motors (except for land vehicles); machine couplings and belting (except for land vehicles); large size agriculture implements; incubators; dynamos; generators, filters and pumps not included in other classes; tools for machinery, not being punching for manufacturing screws, bolts and rivets having recessed heads; electric apparatus for domestic use not included in other classes; non electric welding devices, instruments and apparatus not included in other classes; parts of the said goods not included in other class.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2368163, THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2701234  19/03/2014
VALIKHAN RAFIK PATHAN
trading as ;HINDUSTAN MACHINERY
C-8, SIDDHESHWAR SHOPPING CENTER, MARKET YARD, HYDERABAD ROAD, SOLAPUR-413005.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :06/02/2014
MUMBAI
ALL TYPE OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, HYDRAULIC PUMPS AND MOTORS FOR HYDROSTATIC SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF PUMPS, MOTORS, PUMPS AS PARTS OF MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES.
2703748    22/03/2014
DARTING MACHINERY CO., LTD.
NO.163, SEC. 3, ZHONGSHAN RD., TANZI DIST., TAICHUNG CITY 427, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
MANUFACTURER AND A TRADER
MANUFACTURER AND A TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :30/06/2011
MUMBAI
ROLLING MILLS; STEEL BAR BENDING MACHINES; STEEL BAR CUTTING MACHINES; FLYING SHEARS; CONVEYORS [MACHINES]; ELECTRIC WELDING APPARATUS; MACHINING (APPARATUS FOR); MANGLES; GEAR BOXES OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 07
2708173 27/03/2014
NILESH PUKHRAJ KOTHARI
trading as ;PUKHRAJ INDUSRTRIES
4, Madani Estate, M.G. Link Road, Bhandup West Mumbai-400 078
Manufacturer & Merchant
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
mixers, juicer, grinder, parts, fittings and accessories thereof.
2709105    28/03/2014
SHANKAR PRASAD SHARMA
trading as ;MAHENDRA AUTO PARTS
ANATHALAYA ROAD,NATHNAGAR,BHAGALPUR,BHAR-812006
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MACHINES & MACHINE TOOLS AND PARTS, PACKING FOR RESALE ETC.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF ELEPHANT.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2711355  02/04/2014
HARSHAD L. RAMBHIA
trading as ;M/s CROSS ENGINEERS
13/17, Anjli Udyog Bhavan , Navghar, Vasai (E), Maharasra
Manufacturers & Merchants
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Machines and machine tools; adhesive dispensers
2712049  04/04/2014
MOHAMMAD HUSSAIN KAYAMKHANI
trading as ; POONA MACHINERY STORES
POONA MACHINERY STORES, WARD NO. 3, HOUSE NO. 40, MAHAVIR PATH, BARAMATI DIST. PUNE PIN 413102
MANUFACTURERS
A SOLE PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES FOR CUTTING ANIMAL FOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
2712951 05/04/2014
DYNALOG (INDIA) LIMITED
KAILASH VAIBHAV, G-WING, 3RD FLOOR, PARK SITE, BEHIND GODREJ, COLONY, VIKHORLI(W) MUMBAI- 400079
MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
2714123  08/04/2014
VRAJ ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.
B-109, ANAND NAGAR, MIDC, ADDITIONAL AMBARNTATH-EAST, THANE-400708.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :11/05/2007
MUMBAI
CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINES, ROLLER CONVEYORS AND METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR POWER-OPERATED LIFTING EQUIPMENT.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2719893  17/04/2014
ROOFTOP URJA PVT LTD.
SHOP NO.07, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO.1, SECTOR 7, SOCIETY SHIV TRIVENI COMPLEX, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI 400705, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agnents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :23/05/2012
MUMBAI
MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THERE OF; MACHINES, DEVELOPING AND MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF
2721249  21/04/2014
ASHISH ARJUN RAJDEO
trading as ;SAIJI METALS
C/O JAI SHANKAR METALS, RAWAL GALLI, ARYA CHOWK, TULJAPUR- 413601., DIST OSMANABAD, MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since : 31/03/2014
MUMBAI
MIXER, JUICER, GRINDER, BLANDER, JMG, CHATANI ATTACHMENT, MACHINES AND MOTORS FOR MIXERS, CHOPPER MACHINES, JUICER JAR AND FOOD PROCESSOR MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
SAIPEARL

2721253  21/04/2014
MILAN RAJESH BAFNA
trading as ;PADMAVATI ENTERPRISES
GALA NO.16, KARNAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DAULAT NAGAR, BORIVALI EAST MUMBAI-400066.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kakanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :31/03/2014
MUMBAI
MIXER, JUICER AND GRINDER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
UNINORPLUS

2721254  21/04/2014
MILAN RAJESH BAFNA
trading as ;PADMAVATI ENTERPRISES
GALA NO.16, KARNAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DAULAT NAGAR, BORIVALI EAST MUMBAI-400066.
MAHARASHTRA.INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada,
Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :31/03/2014
MUMBAI
MIXER, JUICER AND GRINDER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
2721913 22/04/2014
ASIF ISMAIL PALASARA
trading as ;NEWMAKE ENGINEERING
UNIT NO. 8, BUILDING NO.3, ASHIRWAD INDL. ESTATE. RAM MANDIR ROAD, GOREGAON - (W), MUMBAI-400104
MANUFACTURERS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :28/12/2012
MUMBAI
MECHANICAL SEALS (MACHINE PARTS)
2721937  22/04/2014
TANAJI S. SHINDE
trading as : AARTI ENGINEERING
H. NO. 2278/4, RATNADEEP VASAHAT, GALLI NO.4, NEAR BALWADI, OPP. KHANDOBA MANDIR, GANGANAGAR-KABNOOR, ICHALKARANJI - 416115
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :09/02/2012
MUMBAI
HORIZONTAL AUTO STROKING AND MANUAL HONING MACHINE, VERTICAL POWER STROKING AND HYDRAULICS MACHINE, HONING MACHINE SPARE PARTS, TOOLING, MANDRELS, WEDGE, STONE BASE AND ABRASIVE HONING STONES
2722423  22/04/2014
DILIP SINGH PAWAR
trading as ;M/s. PUMPS AND PUMPS MARKETING
H. NO. E 156A, SAMTA COLONY, NEAR BHIM SEN BHAWAN, RAIPUR - 492 001 (CHHATTISGARH)
Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/09/2012
MUMBAI
Water Pumps
2726207   28/04/2014
SHAKTI ENERGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Indian Company
S - 3 / 4 , Industrial Area, Sector-III , Pithampur , Dist- Dhar ( M.P. ) , India , Pin-454001
Manufacturers & merchants
Company Incorporated under Indian Company Act ,1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :11/07/2013
MUMBAI
Pumps , Motors , Machines , Tools , Agriculture implements and Equipment .
2726864  28/04/2014
PAWAN INTERNATIONAL
SHIVPRASAD ZHUMMERLAL JAJU
GORJABAI ZHUMMERLAL JAJU
SAORAJ DATTAPRASAD JAJU
DEEPESH SHIVPRASAD JAJU
RUSHIKESH SHIVPRASAD JAJU
SNEHA DEEPESH JAJU
PLOT NO. RL-2, SHAHID BHAGATSINGH HIGH SCHOOL, MIDC WALUJ, AURANAGABAD - 431133
GOODS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai 400 037.
Used Since : 18/01/2006
MUMBAI
MACHINE TOOLS NAMELY-SPRING IN CLASS 07
2731681    06/05/2014
ABHIJEET S. SHINDE
trading as ;BHAGYASHRI MACHINERY
OPP. JANASEVA PETROL PUMP ROAD, ALEPHATA, TAL.-JUNNAR, PUNE-412 411.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FLOUR MILLS (GHAR GHANTI).
SLA SHUBHLAXMI LOOMS

2829791  17/10/2014
ASHOKBHAI M. GUPTA
trading as ;M/S. SHUBHLAXMI FOUNDRY
364/D-5, KALYAN NAGAR NI CHALI, HIRAWADI, OPP. LUBY ELECTRICALS, NR. SATNAM WAY BRIDGE, NARODA ROAD,
AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :27/09/2005

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE PRODUCTION MACHINES AND TEXTILE MACHINERY PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
2831522  21/10/2014
RAJESH JHAWAR
trading as ;M/S. TRACTOR DIVISION
K-137, JYOTI NAGAR, 3RD EXTENSION, KAMLA NEHRU NAGAR, JODHPUR-342003, RAJASTHAN
MERCHANTABILITYs AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :16/10/2008
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS, MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS, MOTOR, ENGINE PARTS AND EARTH MOVING PARTS
2835192 31/10/2014
CHIRAG VINUBHAI RAMANI
trading as OM INDUSTRIES
FADDANG, VIA SARDHAR, RAJKOT, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF ALL TYPES OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND PARTS.
2837547  03/11/2014
MARUTI HYDRO SYSTEM
Rashikbhai Chhaganbhai Desai
Kaniya Bhupatbhai Pansuriya
trading as ;MARUTI HYDRO SYSTEM
Vavdi Survey No -44, Plot No-90, First Floor, Nr Bold Ind. Vavdi Main road Rajkot, gujarat.india
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/06/2014
AHMEDABAD
Hydraulic Gear Pump, And Hydraulic spare Parts
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARUTI HYDRO..
BHARATKUMAR RATILAL KHACHAR
BHARATKUMAR R. KHACHAR
BIPINKUMAR N. KHACHAR
RASIKLAL K. KHACHAR
RAMESHBHAI K. KHACHAR
trading as ;SIDDHI ENGINEERS
G - 2223, KRANTI GATE MAIN ROAD, LODHIKA, G.I.D.C., AT- METODA, DIST- RAJKOT- 360021. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/01/1998
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, OPEN WELL PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, TURBINE PUMPS, FLUED/MUD PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTOR, WATER PUMPS AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
2839263   08/11/2014
BHARAT JAIN S/O. LATE. SH. I.S. JAIN
trading as ;INDRA JAIN INDUSTRIES
F-50-A, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ)
Manufacturer & Merchants as.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/1960
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED (MASON TOOLS)
for State of Rajasthan only..
NUTAN
2839712 10/11/2014
JENISHBHAI RAMJIBHAI GADHETHARIYA
trading as ;NUTAN ENGINEERING
SHIV INDUSTRIAL AREA, NR. FALCON PUMP MAIN ROAD, N/H.8B, VAVDI RAJKOT 360020, DIST: RAJKOT, STATE: GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 10/10/2013
AHMEDABAD
V-3, V-4, V-6, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, INDUCTION MOTERS, OPENWELL PUMP, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-7.
2842608  14/11/2014

THESIY ADIPAKBHAII HASMUKHBHAII
THESIYA VIPULBHAII HASMUKHBHAII
BHANDEI PARESHKUMAR RAMJIBHAI
KALARIYA JAMANBHAII DEVRAJBHAI
KALARIYA YOGESHKUMAR MAGANBHAII
VASIYAR ASHOKBHAII KESHAVLAL
VASIYAR KARTIK ASHOKUMAR

trading as: ALLWIN BEARING INDUSTRIES

ISDC ROAD, SURVEY NO. 174, SUB PLOT NO. 5/1, NR. MARSAL TECNOCAST, VERAVI, TA: KOTADA SANGANI, DIST:
RAJKOT, (GUJARAT) INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA
COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since: 25/09/2014

AHMEDABAD

ALL TYPE OF BEARING INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
2844299  17/11/2014
ALPESHBHAI C. SAGAPARIYA
trading as ;M/S. SHIV ELECTRICALS
4/8, RAMNAGAR, B/H. K. RASIKLAL CO., AJI VASAHAT, 80 FEET ROAD, RAJKOT-360003. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2000
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, ELECTRICAL MOTOR, OPENWELL PUMP, FLOUR MILL.
2845495  19/11/2014
MR. JASHVANT DASHARATHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;UMA INDUSTRIES
344/345 Memco compound B/H. Prem Nagar Bus stand, Naroda Road, Ahmedabad.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Used Since :01/05/2014
To be associated with:
2660800
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET INCLUDING IN CLASS 07.
subject to association with application no- 2660800.
RAKESHBHAI KANTILAL PATEL
trading as ;DIVINE PUMP INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 437, ROAD NO. 11, S.P.RING ROAD, KATHWADA G.I.D.C., KATHWADA, AHMEDABAD - 382 330 - GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :28/10/2014

AHMEDABAD
MFG OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SAT, KIT, DOMESTIK PUMP, AGRICULTER PUMP ELE. MOTOR, PARTS AND ALLIED
PRODUCT IS INCLUDING IN CLASS-7.
2845512  19/11/2014
RAKESHBHAI KANTILAL PATEL
HITESH PATEL
ATUL PATEL
RAVI A PATEL
SHILPA A. PATEL
trading as ;DIVINE PUMP INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 437, ROAD NO. 11, S.P.RING ROAD, KATHWADA G.I.D.C., KATHWADA, AHMEDABAD - 382 330 - GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :28/10/2014

AHMEDABAD
MFG OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SAT, KIT, DOMESTIK PUMP, AGRICULTER PUMP ELE. MOTOR, PARTS AND ALLIED PRODUCT IS INCLUDING IN CLASS-7.

for State of Gujarat only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 7

2847452 19/11/2014
MR. CHETANBHAI PUJARA
trading as ;NILAX OVERSEAS
16-VIJAY PLOT, NR. KARTIK STUD, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT 360002, DIST RAJKOT, STATE GUJARAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :25/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND ELE MOTOR, DOMESTIC PUMP, DIESEL ENGINE PUMPSET AND SPARES
2847454  19/11/2014
MR. CHETANBHAI PUJARA
trading as ;NILAX OVERSEAS
16-VIJAY PLOT, NR. KARTIK STUD, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT 360002, DIST RAJKOT, STATE GUJARAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :25/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND ELE MOTOR, DOMESTIC PUMP, DIESEL ENGINE PUMPSET AND MACHINE AND MACHINEARY AND SPARES,WOODWARKING MACHINEARY, SLOTING MACHINE, HACKSAW MACHINE, POWER PRESS MACHINE AND DRILL MACHINE
2849287    24/11/2014
DUDHAT DHARMESH BAVCHANDBHAI
trading as ;FLOMORE SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS
AT-KRUSHANGADH, TAL: LATHI, DIST: AMRELI, GUJARAT,INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2013
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND SPARES
2853859  29/11/2014
ASHABEN K DAVE
trading as ;TULSI ENTERPRISE
8/10, NAVRANGPARA, MAVDI PLOT, RAJKOT. GUJRAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :20/07/1991

AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL TROLLEY CYLINDER.
subject to no exclusive right over the word SUPER..
2853862    29/11/2014
MR. CHETANBHAI PUJARA
trading as ;NILAX OVERSEAS
16-VIJAY PLOT, NR. KARTIK STUD, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT 360002, DIST RAJKOT, STATE GUJARAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :25/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND ELE, DOMESTIC PUMP, DIESEL ENGINE PUMPSET
INCLUDED IN CLASS 7 FOR EXPORTS ONLY
MMI

2855030 03/12/2014
JIGNESH ASHOKBHAI DADHANIYA
trading as ;SHREE DIKSHA INDUSTRIES
3, TIRUATI IND AREA GOKUL NAGAR MAIN ROAD, 150 FEET RING ROAD, RAJKOT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
BOWL IMPELLER INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
2855031  03/12/2014
BHANJIBHAI JIVABHAI MAIDA
trading as ; S P M ENGINEERING CONCEPT
B/H, AVADH CNG PUMP, SUNNY STOVE ROAD, OPP. MADHAV POLYMERS, VERAVAL (SHAPAR), DIST: RAJKOT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :02/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
PERFORATION MACHINE AND EXPENDED MACHINE INCLUDED IN CLASS-O7
2859305 09/12/2014
SHAILESHBHAI K. MAKADIA
trading as ;L. M. PUMPS
SUBHLAXMI, ANKUR NAGAR-4, NR. ANKUR VIDHYALAY, NR. GOKULDHAM, RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :18/10/2007
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND ELE. MOTOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
RGM

Priority claimed from 10/05/2017; Application No.: 87444565; United States of America
3603331 31/07/2017

KOLLMORGEN CORPORATION
125 Powder Forest Drive Simsbury Connecticut 06070
A New York corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Torque motor with harmonic gearing, dual feedback, brake and Low Voltage direct Current LVDC drive functionality
PANAMA

3641029 22/09/2017
PURAN CHAND TRADING AS KISHAN MACHINERY STORE.
BARODA ROAD, GOHANA, DISTT.-SONEPAT, HARYANA, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2004

DELHI
DIESEL ENGINES (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), GENERATOR SET, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS AND SELF-PRIMING CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
SBISWASTIK

3641926  22/09/2017

RAM DHARI TRADING AS SHRI BALAJI INDUSTRIES.
BARODA ROAD, GOHANA, DISTT.-SONEPAT, HARYANA, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI

DIESEL ENGINES (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
3685736  23/11/2017
NISA TRUE VALUE ENTERPRISES (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
# 1/2, GROUND FLOOR, MUTHU NAGAR, HP PETROL BUNK OPPOSITE STREET,LALGUDI, TRICHY - 621601
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Machines And Machine Tools; Motors And Engines [Except For Land Vehicles]; Machine Coupling And Transmission Components [Except For Land Vehicles]; Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated; Incubators For Eggs; Automatic Vending Machines
3686768   24/11/2017
JAYSUKHBHAI A. RAMANI PROPRIETOR OF RANJAN INDUSTRIES
SAMRAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, OPP. SHREE STAMPING, B/H. S.T. WORKSHOP, RAJKOT. GUJARAT.INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :28/02/2006
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, TURBINE, SELF PRIMING, MONOBLOCK, OPENWELL, JET, COOLANT PUMP, GRINDING MILL,
CRUSHING MACHINE, INDUCTION MOTOR, ELECTRIC MOTOR, BENCH GRINDER, SPARE PARTS
LM LAKSHYA
3688957  27/11/2017
SH. SANJAY MALIK TRADING AS HINDUSTAN ELECTRICALS.
297, SHAHGANJ, ALLAHABAD, U.P., INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS (EXCEPT LAND VEHICLES); PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS]; SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, BEVERAGE PREPARATION MACHINE, COFFEE GRINDER (OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED); ELECTRIC JUICER, ELECTRIC MIXER FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE, ELECTRIC BLENDER, CRUSHER AND GRINDER MACHINE, SCISSORS (ELECTRIC); SEWING MACHINE; ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE AND DRYING MACHINES, IRONING MACHINE, DISHWASHER, ELECTRIC FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES; FOOD PROCESSOR, ELECTRIC FOOD SLICER, COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATOR & COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS, MACHINES FOR CLEANING SURFACES USING HIGH PRESSURE WATER, VACUUM CLEANERS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
BAANI
3693406  02/12/2017
BIRLA KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF BIRLA & CO.
OLD SHAHPUR ROAD, PATHANKOT-145001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES; STANDS FOR MACHINES; JUICER; MIXER; GRINDER; BLENDERS; ELECTRIC MADHANI; ELECTRIC MOTORS
CPT
3694078   04/12/2017
Carmex Precision Tools, Ltd.
1 Hacharoshet st., Maalot Industrial Zone, POB 404, Maalot 2101302, Israel
A company incorporated under the laws of Israel
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :01/11/2008
KOLKATA
Metal cutting tools; turning tools; threading tools; grooving tools; milling cutter tools; inserts; holders for inserts (parts of machine)
3699467 11/12/2017
INDUBEN ASHWINKUMAR SAVALIA
trading as ;BHOOMI ENGINEERING WORKS
B-1, Gayatri Ind. Estate, Bhikshuk Gruh, Nr. Central Work Shop, Ahed of vijay Estate, Ahmedabad - 382415, Gujarat India
Used Since :20/11/1998
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC MOTOR AND FLOUR MILL INCL. IN CLASS 7.
3702451  14/12/2017
KAILASHKUMAR PUNMAJI MALI PROPRIETOR OF CLIK HOME APPLIANCES
GALA NO. 7-8, GROUND FLR. BLDG. NO. 1., SHREE NARAYAN INDUSTRIES, BILAL PADA, VASAI (E), PALGHAR - 401208.MAHARASHTRA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Electric food mixers; Kitchen mixers, electric; Mixers, electric, for household purposes; Electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; Electric juicers for household purposes; Electric food blenders; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Blenders, electric, for food and drink preparation; Electric food processors for household purposes;
AVANTI SHRED..R

3702784  14/12/2017

AVANTI BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :16/02/2000

CHENNAI

Shredding machines.
3704093  15/12/2017
MR. VIJAYBHAI MEGHJIBHAI BHANDERI, TRADING AS:- SHREEJI BRASS INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 3097/2, GALA NO. B, ROAD NO. 6, G.I.D.C., PHASE – III, DARED, JAMNAGAR - 361 004 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :03/07/2012
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE MACHINERY PARTS AND FITTINGS.
3704696   17/12/2017
MR. RAJESHBHAI R. KASUNDRA
“DHANANJAY”, BLOCK NO. B-25, AALAP GREEN CITY, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 007 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, MONO BLOCK PUMP SETS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, EJECTOR PUMP, DOMESTIC PUMP SETS &
BORWELL PUMP AND ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, BLANDER,
WASHING MACHINE, DOMESTIC FLOUR MILL, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR
LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES);
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS; AUTOMATIC VENDING
MACHINES.
1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS GROUP
EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL
BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3705300 18/12/2017
MR. LAHANU PANDHRINATH BINNAR TRADING AS RADHIKA TRACTORS
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :09/04/2014
MUMBAI
ROTAVATORS, CULTIVATORS & AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENTS
3707100   20/12/2017
LACHHMANDAS LALWANI TRADING AS.- GURU KRIPA SPARES
42, JAIL ROAD INDORE (M.P.) 452007
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road inore

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF MOTORS, PUMP, WASHING MACHINE MOTORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
3710958  25/12/2017
JANARDAN SINGH TRADING AS M/S. AAYUSH TRADING CO.
KH. NO.-136/02, H.NO.-42C, NEAR BOB, BADLI, DELHI-110042
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/10/2007
DELHI
PUMPS, MOTOR PUMPS, MACHINE PUMPS, WATER PUMPS, PUMP INSTALLATIONS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS AND ELECTRIC PUMPS
Reynold

3713356  28/12/2017

REYNOLD GRAPHICS PVT. LTD.
B-126, First Floor, Mayapuri Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110064

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NSATTORNEY
B-4/475-476, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-8, ROHINI, DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Machines and Machine Tools, web offset Printing Machinery and its spare parts.
3716935   02/01/2018
MR. SAMEER RALHAN
E-183, E-184, E-185, FOCAL POINT, PHASE-4, LUDHIANA-141010
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018

RAJESH G. SABOO
GALA 25-B, OLD ARADHANA INDL. ESTATE, NAVGHAR RD., NEAR SHILPA HOTEL, BHAYANDER(E), THANE-401 105.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1484685

MUMBAI
MACHINES & MACHINE TOOLS, GRINDING & MICRO GRINDING, PLASTIC INDUSTRY PACKAGING MACHINES AND MACHINES FOR THE MANUFACTURER OF PACKAGING, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS FOR POLISHING, MACHINES FOR CUTTING MASONRY, MIXER GRINDER, BLENDERS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED.
3737412  25/01/2018
THM HUADE HYDRAULICS PVT. LTD.
F-127, PHASE-VIII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :10/09/2016
DELHI
Hydraulic Machines, Hydraulic Valves, Hydraulic Pumps & Hydraulic Motors.
3748154  08/02/2018
SAJJAD HANIF BHAI DERIYA
trading as ;LINKRO
TALAJA ROAD NR. ATKESHWAR MANDIR BHILWADA PALITANA - 364270 DIST- BHAVNAGAR GUJARAT INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, AND RELATED PRODUCTS INCLUDED ONLY IN CLASS 7.
3749613 10/02/2018
SILOS ELEVATORS PVT.LTD.
Survey No.27/3, Shed No.5/1, Jaraganahalli, J.P. Nagar Post, Bangalore-560078
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :31/10/2017
CHENNAI
Elevators.
3753052 14/02/2018
NUBERG ENGINEERING LTD
NUBERG HOUSE, A - 38 H, SECTOR - 64, NOIDA - 201301, U.P
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOL; MOTOR AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAN VEHICLES); AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS, OTHER HAND OPERATED; INCUBATOR FOR EGGS.
EASA ELEVATORS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 116, SECTOR 15-I GURGAON HARYANA HR 122001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHU GUPTA.
Used Since :10/12/2017
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF LIFTS, ELEVATORS, HOISTS, CRANES, CONVEYERS, ESCALATORS, MOVING SIDEWALKS,
CONTINUOUS PASSENGER CONVEYORS, ELECTRICAL AND HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS, CONVEYOR BELTS, OVERHEAD
CONVEYORS AND OTHER VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED CONVEYOR, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE
AFORESAID GOODS.
ASHOK BHAI M GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SHUBHLAXMI FOUNDRY
364/D-5, KALYAN NAGAR NI CHALI, HIRAWADI, OPP. LUBY ELECTRICALS, NR. SATNAM WAY BRIDGE, NARODA ROAD, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT-INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3728728

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE PARTS AND TEXTILES MACHINERY INCLUDED IN CLASS -07
3757875 19/02/2018
VIJAY KUMAR PROP. OF MICRO WELD EQUIPMENTS.
C-4/213, SECTOR-6, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
 Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WELDING CABLES WELDING ELECTRODE HOLDER, WELDING ELECTRODE, HAND SCREEN HEAD SCREEN WELDING MACHINE, EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, WELDING GAS CUTTING TOOLS, WELDING TORCHES, WELDING NOZZLE TIPS, WELDING TORCHES, REGULATORS USE IN WELDING MACHINE IN CLASS 7
POWERTAX

3758074    19/02/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (HUF) TRADING AS M/S. M.L.TOOLS INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 65, JAMUNA ARCADE, OLD NAVRANG TALKIES, JAMBAKH, HYDERABAD - 500095
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2295620

CHENNAI
POWER TOOLS, MACHINE TOOLS, CUTTING TOOLS, DIAMOND CUTTING BLADES, GRINDING TOOLS, MECHANICALLY OPERATED TOOLS, DRILLING MACHINES, GRINDING MACHINES, SAW BLADES, DRILLING CHUCKS, DRILLING BITS, PLANNER, WOOD WORKING TOOLS, STONE WORKING TOOLS, CIRCULAR BLADES
3758211  20/02/2018
M/s SN IMPEX
PLOT NO.-70, B5, 2ND FLOOR, INDUS AREA, RAMA ROAD, NAJAFGARH ROAD, DELHI-110015.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines.
FeelGreen
3758518  20/02/2018
KABIR LUTHRA PROPRIETOR OF FILZIA INC
A-30, 1ST FLOOR, MAYAPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE -2, NEW DELHI, PIN CODE- 110064
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FUEL FILTERS; OIL FILTERS
RAJAT JAIN TRADING AS RR INTERNATIONAL
3151, ST. NO-1, 1ST FLOOR, MAHAVIR JAIN COLONY, SUNDER NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2015
DELHI
Knitting Machines, Embroidery Machines, Printing Machines & Parts thereof.
3758800  20/02/2018

JIGNESHBHAI KANTIBHAI TALAVIYA TRADING AS SIDDHESWAR AATAMAKER
D - 502, SHIVALAY RESIDENCY, B/H. SAHAJANAND PARTY PLOT, GANGOTRI CIRCLE, NIKOL, AHMEDABAD
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR MILLS
REAR

3758904  20/02/2018
RAMESH KUMAR GUPTA TRADING AS SANJOG SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
VILLAGE SEERA, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/09/2014
DELHI
Industrial & Domestic Sewing Machines & Parts thereof (except needles); Sewing Machine Motors.
3758944    20/02/2018
GURMAIL SINGH TRADING AS PYARA SINGH & SONS
BHARI ROAD, VILLAGE OTALAN, SAMRALA, DISTT. LUDHIANA-141114 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
Road Sweeper Machines & Parts thereof included in Class-7.
3758988    20/02/2018
PREMLATA BINDAL
FLAT NO. G3, BUILDING NO. 3, PHASE 1, BRAHMAND SOCIETY, AZADNAGAR, THANE WEST - 400607
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONVEYOR BELTS, MODULAR (LINK) BELTS MADE OF PLASTIC OR METAL, SLAT CHAINS MADE OF PLASTIC OR METAL, CONVEYOR COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES, TIMING BELTS (MADE OF RUBBER OR POLYMERS), V BELTS (MADE OF RUBBER OR POLYMERS)
SEASKY
3759220  21/02/2018
SATNAM SINGH TRADING AS BHARAT ENTERPRISES
STATION ROAD, MURADABAD (U.P.)
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electrical motor pump units, Electric pumps, Water pumps for motors, Fuel pumps for motor vehicles, Motors and pumps for refrigerators and freezers, Submersible Pump, Machine motors, Compressed air motors, Pipes [fitted parts of machines], Copper pipes [parts of machines], Plastics pipes [fitted parts of machines], Joints for pipes (metal -) [parts of engines], Pumping apparatus [machines], Vulcanization apparatus, Hydraulic machines and apparatus, Valves, Servo-valves, Hydraulic valves, Fuel valves, Valves for pumps, Valves for machines, Clack valves for machines, Valves being parts of pumps, Joints [parts of engines], Angle joints [parts of machines], cardan joints, universal joints, hooke's joints, Threshers [agricultural implements], Reapers and threshers, Wheels (Machine -), Machine wheels, Pulleys [parts of motors], Belt pulleys being parts of machines, Drive pulleys Centrifugal water pumps for domestic purposes, Pump installations, Jet pumps for vacuum generation, Pumps [parts of machines, Feed pumps, Machine pumps, engines or motors], High pressure pumps, Controlled volume pumps, Pumps for concrete, Pumps for aerosols, Oil drain pumps, Centrifugal metering pumps, Air compressor pumps, Multiphase screw pumps, Electric motors for Machines, Pumps and compressors being parts of machines, motors and engines.
3759221    21/02/2018
RADHA KISHAN SOMANI TRADING AS INLAND BEARING CENTER
67, BEHIND SHARDHANAND MARG, G.B. ROAD, DELHI-110006
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bearings [parts of machines], Bearings for machines, Ball bearings, Ball bearings for engines, Ball bearings for machines, Bearings (Ball rings for -), Rings (Ball -) for bearings, Bearing units for wheels, Pulley blocks, electric, Screw pulley blocks [machines], Roller chains being parts of machines, Transmission shafts (Bearings for -), Slide bearings, Engine bearings, Ball-bearings, Roller bearings, Transmission shaft bearings, Bearings for engine, Rollers for bearings, Plain thrust bearings, Thrust journal bearings, Bearings for shafts, Plain journal bearings, Self-oiling bearings, Ball bearings for skateboards, Roller bearings for machines, Roller bearings [machine parts], Bearings and bushings [machine parts], Bearing brackets for ball bearings, Bearing brackets for roller bearings, Mounted bearings [parts of machines], Anti-friction bearings for machines, Shaft bearings for vacuum pumps, Pulleys incorporating bearings [parts of machines], Sole plates for supporting shaft bearings, Self-lubricating bearings for use in aircraft engines, Discs for clutch thrust bearings, other than for land vehicles, Sleeve type linear ball bearings for use in linear movement, Filtering machines, Filters [parts of machines or engines].
JASS
3759277  21/02/2018
SRI ENTERPRISES
NEW NO:16/A5, 2ND FLOOR, ELUMALAI STREET, WEST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI-600 045, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Sewing machinery, Sewing machines, Sewing machine installations, Sewing machine motors, Electric sewing machines, Industrial sewing machines, Bobbins for sewing machines, Industrial robot sewing machines and Sewing machines for household purposes
ZAMS

3759695  21/02/2018
ANSHARI MH. ASFAQE
4-FF-101, GULABNAGAR, NEAR SUAEJ FARM, PIRANA ROAD, MASJID GALI, BEHRAMPURA, AHMEDABAD- 380 022.
GUJARAT. INDIA.
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BAKERY MACHINE, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
UNIVERSAL WIRE PRODUCTS
59, Mohammad Ali Road, 2nd Floor Lotus Building, Masjid Bunder West, Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400003
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs all included in class 7
Iojmachtls

3760331  21/02/2018

Asmita.P.Kevadiya
No.54.D.K.Nagar Soc, Nr Bhagat Nagar, Katargam, Surat-395 004

The Trademark Act of 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Vrij Kishore Choudhary
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079

Proposed to be Used

Ahmedabad

Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
3760343  21/02/2018
KAMAL BIR SINGH
#69A, POCKET 12, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI - 110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI CHITNIS
403 S Keer Complex, Bhandar Gully, L J Road, Mahim Mumbai 400 016
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sewing Machine & Mixer Juicer
OXYLIFE
3760480  22/02/2018
SUNIL L. BAJAJ TRADING AS BAJAJ LIFE CARE
G-1 RAKHEE APARTMENT, 197 SURENDRA NAGAR, NAGPUR-440015
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Used Since :04/04/2003
To be associated with:
1189739
MUMBAI
PORTABLE OXYGEN CYLINDER, PORTABLE MEDICAL GAS CYLINDERS, OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR MACHINE,
OXYGEN GAS GENRATOR,ANAESTHESIA MACHINE, RESUSCITATION EQUIPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
3760703    22/02/2018
EASA ELEVATORS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 116, SECTOR 15-I GURGAON HARYANA HR 122001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHU GUPTA.
Used Since :10/12/2017
To be associated with:
3757126
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF LIFTS, ELEVATORS, HOISTS, CRANES, CONVEYERS, ESCALATORS, MOVING SIDEWALKS, CONTINUOUS PASSENGER CONVEYORS, ELECTRICAL AND HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS, CONVEYOR BELTS, OVERHEAD CONVEYORS AND OTHER VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED CONVEYOR, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS .
EASA ELEVATORS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 116, SECTOR 15-I GURGAON HARYANA HR 122001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHU GUPTA.
Used Since : 10/12/2017
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF LIFTS, ELEVATORS, HOISTS, CRANES, CONVEYERS, ESCALATORS, MOVING SIDEWALKS, CONTINUOUS PASSENGER CONVEYORS, ELECTRICAL AND HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS, CONVEYOR BELTS, OVERHEAD CONVEYORS AND OTHER VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED CONVEYOR, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.
SOFYX

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs, power tools; power tool accessories; power drills; bits for power drills; compressors; generators; pneumatic nailers; motorized door locks; chain saws; circular saws; lawnmowers; lawn trimmers.
APTIV
Priority claimed from 01/09/2017; Application No.: 073215; Jamaica
3760840  22/02/2018
DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
5725 Innovation Drive, Troy, Michigan 48098, USA
A limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines; motor-operated tools and machines for electrical installation and packing technology, in particular for fastening, binding, bundling, connecting, separating, insulating, cutting, stripping, providing with sleeves, marking, and sealing of cables; motor-operated tools for tying or fastening elongated objects with cables ties; electric heating apparatus for heat shrinkable tubing and molded shapes; motor-operated crimpers; labelers (machines); printing machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; cutting machines; glow plugs for Diesel engines; spark plugs; spark plug ignition wires; ignition wires for vehicle engines; ignition wires; fuel injectors; fuel pumps for land vehicle engines; cooling radiators for internal combustion engines; cooling fans; electric generators; engine timing components, namely, cam sprockets and chains; ignition devices for motors of land vehicles; injectors for engines; oil filters; filters for engines and for cleaning and cooling air; current generators; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; alternators; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; camshafts for vehicle engines.
3761033  22/02/2018
MR. RAVINDRA KATORE PROPRIETOR OF M/S CHHATRAPATI SEWING MACHINE
Opp. R.K. Desai College Road, Koparali Road, Khodiyar Nagar, Vapi, Gujrat.
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :15/02/2018
AHMEDABAD
Sewing Machines for household purpose, Industrial Sewing Machines, Stands for Machines, Sewing Machine Motors and Sewing Machinery
3761524  22/02/2018
MR.P. ANANTHAKUMAR., TRADING AS M/S.VINAYAKA ENGINEERS.
No:11/2A, Keeranatham Road, PPG College Northern Side, Saravanampatti, Coimbatore – 641 035, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cranes, Gantry Cranes, Hoists and Lifts.
3761733    23/02/2018
KANIKA AGGARWAL W/O ANKIT AGGARWAL.
BJ 77, SHALIMAR BAGH, EAST DELHI.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, MADHANI, WASHING MACHINE, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTOR, COOLER PUMP IN CLASS -7.
3761758  23/02/2018
BABU RAM GUPTA
345 GALI NO-1 BAGH KARE KHAN KISHAN GANJ MALKA GANJ NORTH DELHI DELHI 110007
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Solar power generators, Solar-powered electricity generators, Motors, gears and drives for orientating solar panels;
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and
transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools;
Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines, Sewing machines.
3761855  23/02/2018
ASHOK KUMAR CHOWDHARY
trading as ;NATIONAL INDUSTRIES
139-C, MOHAMMADPUR, NEW DELHI-110066
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :16/10/2000
To be associated with:
1658045
DELHI
BINDING MACHINES, LAMINATION MACHINES CUTTING MACHINES, CURRENCY COUNTING MACHINES
ANANDARC

3762193  23/02/2018

BHAVANI ELECTRODES PRIVATE LIMITED

#10-2-346/19/1, 1st Floor, Habeeb Complex, Asif Nagar, Mallepally, Hyderabad-500028, Telangana State, India

A Company registered under the companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R. V. R ASSOCIATES.

FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Electric arc welding apparatus, Electrode Rods for Welding and Brazing.
3762237  23/02/2018
VIKAS BANSAL
37, Shakespeare Sarani, 4th floor, Kolkata, 700017, West Bengal, India
Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT MALHOTRA
Ideas2IPR, B-115 Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Machinery, Machines and machine tools; solar power generators, motors and engines- except for land vehicles; aircraft engines, marine engines, machine coupling and transmission components- except for land vehicles; agricultural implements other than hand-operated.
3762293  23/02/2018
VIKAS BANSAL
37, Shakespeare Sarani, 4th floor, Kolkata, 700017, West Bengal, India
Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT MALHOTRA
Ideas2IPR, B-115 Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Machinery, Machines and machine tools; solar power generators, motors and engines- except for land vehicles; aircraft engines, marine engines, machine coupling and transmission components- except for land vehicles; agricultural implements other than hand-operated.
3762298  23/02/2018
AFFORDABLE ROBOTIC & AUTOMATION LTD.
Gat No. 1209, At Post Wadki, Near Hotel Vijay Executive, Hadapsar-Saswad Highway, Pune 412308
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial robots, machines and machine tools, motors (except for vehicles), machines for cutting glass, metal and stones, grinding, drilling and sharpening machines.
AO Xiang
3762672 23/02/2018
VIKAS SHARMA TRADING AS AMBIKA ENTERPRISES
7, SHERPUR CHOWK, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
Flat Knitting Machines, Embroidery Machines & Parts thereof (Except Needles) included in Class-7.
COLOURVISTA
3762782 23/02/2018
JSW PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
JSW Centre, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Machines and machine tools; dispensing machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); automatic vending machines; spraying and mixing machines and the aforesaid goods used for painting, cementing, home improvement, coating, construction, repair and maintenance; turbines; generators; agricultural implements other than hand operated; egg incubators
HEMANG KIRITBHAI PATEL
A/301, PRACHI APARTMENT NR.UTHOPIA SCHOOL, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD- 380054
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR MEHUL RAJESHBHAI

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ZIYO
3762864  24/02/2018
LABH SINGH
HOUSE NO-169, SHAKTI NAGAR, WARD NO-5, CHEEKA, DISST-KAITHAL, HARYANA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMS IN CLASS 07
3763230    24/02/2018
M/S RAJAN TRADING CO.
3495, CHUTANI MANZIL, NICHolson ROAD, MORI GATE, DELHI 110006
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Earth moving machines and it's spare parts and tools.
VOXY GOLD
3763482   24/02/2018
DAYARAM TRADING AS M/S. MUKESH HARDWARES
8A, MOHAMADIYAR LANE, TOWN HALL ROAD, MADURAI, TAMIL NADU-625001
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Machine and machines tools, drill machines, wood drilling machines, power tools and drills (power tools)
3763531  24/02/2018
KAILASH KUMAR R.
#117/9, 2ND FLOOR, RMC LINK ROAD, DAVANGERE, KARNATAKA -577001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since: 24/03/2002
CHENNAI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, OPEN WELL PUMP AND ELECTRIC MOTOR, JUICER,
MIXER, GRINDER, MADHANI AND SPARES.
3763533  24/02/2018
KAILASH KUMAR R.
#117/9, 2ND FLOOR, RMC LINK ROAD, DAVANGERE, KARNATAKA -577001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :06/01/2004
CHENNAI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, OPEN WELL PUMP AND ELECTRIC MOTOR, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, MADHANI AND SPARES.
3763534  24/02/2018
KAILASH KUMAR R.
#117/9, 2ND FLOOR, RMC LINK ROAD, DAVANGERE, KARNATAKA -577001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :19/07/2006
CHENNAI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP, OPEN WELL PUMP AND ELECTRIC MOTOR, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, MADHANI AND SPARES.
3763567   25/02/2018

TECHSHARP MACHINES
Rajeev K.C Prop. of Techsharp Machines, Kamala Bhavan, Railway Bridge Lane, Neyyattinkara, Thiruvananthapuram- 695121, Kerala
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FEBIN JAMES, ADVOCATE
Febin James, Advocate, 2nd Floor, Peace Tower, Opposite, District Panchayath Office, Ayyenthole, Thrissur District, Kerala, 680003

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Machine for printing, packing, paper cutting, book stitching, lamination, dye punching, and other, allied machinery, machinery for wood working and paper bag making, oil expellers, lathe machinery.
WOLWOLYN

3763701    25/02/2018
TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, West Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi – 110026 (India)
Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OIL FILTER, FUEL FILTER FOR AUTOMOBILES, FUEL AND WATER SEPARATORS, FILTERS FOR CLEANING, COOLING
AIR AND INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
LIKWE MAULI

3763709   25/02/2018

TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, West Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi – 110026 (India)

Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

OIL FILTER, FUEL FILTER FOR AUTOMOBILES, FUEL AND WATER SEPARATORS, FILTERS FOR CLEANING, COOLING AIR AND INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
TE-WE-SS
3763711  25/02/2018
TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, West Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi – 110026 (India)
Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OIL FILTER, FUEL FILTER FOR AUTOMOBILES, FUEL AND WATER SEPARATORS, FILTERS FOR CLEANING, COOLING
AIR AND INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
QMINS

3763722  26/02/2018

TEJMEET SINGH SETHI
13/78, West Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi – 110026 (India)

Applicant has applied the trademark in his own name as an individual natural person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3736144

DELHI

OIL FILTER, FUEL FILTER FOR AUTOMOBILES, FUEL AND WATER SEPARATORS, FILTERS FOR CLEANING, COOLING AIR AND INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
Vakola

3763844   26/02/2018

CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE

PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 422003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:

HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BEARINGS, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES; SEWING MACHINE (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS IN CLASS 7
3764227  26/02/2018
HYPRO ENGINEERS PVT. LTD
OFFICE NO. 3,4,5 AND 6, EWING MANTRI LAVENDULA, SR NO. 52, HISSA NO. 4/B/2, PAUD ROAD, BAVDHAN KHURD, PUNE 411021, MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/12/2016
MUMBAI
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS
3764292   26/02/2018
SHRI DHIRAJ TIWARI
trading as ;SHRI BANKE BIHARI ELECTRICALS
PLOT NO-3C, KHASRA NO-787, GROUND FLOOR, GALI NO-1, SWAMI SHARDHA NAND COLONY, VILLAGE-BHALSWA DAIRY, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110084
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DMC REGISTRATION SERVICES
CHAMBER NO-G-526, KARKARDOOMA COURTS COMPLEX, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WATER PUMPS, ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS AND SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS IN CLASS 7.
ANURADHA SHARMA TRADING AS SHREYA HOME APPLIANCES
N-54, SECTOR-1, DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA BAWANA, DELHI-110039

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MIXERS, JUICER, GRINDER, BLENDERS, FOOD PROCESSORS, ELECTRIC COFFEE MACHINES, COFFEE PERCOLATORS, CAN OPENERS, KITCHEN MACHINES, IRONS, DISHWASHERS, WASHING MACHINES, DRYERS, ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR VEHICLES), BLADES (PARTS OF MACHINES), VACUUM CLEANERS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES OF ALL SAID GOODS
POWERTEX SHOPPE

3764863  26/02/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (HUF) TRADING AS M/S. M.L.TOOLS INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 65, JAMUNA ARCADE, OLD NAVRANG TALKIES, JAMBAUGH, HYDERABAD - 500095
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2413018

CHENNAI
POWER TOOLS, MACHINE TOOLS, CUTTING TOOLS, DIAMOND CUTTING BLADES, GRINDING TOOLS, MECHANICALLY OPERATED TOOLS, DRILLING MACHINES, GRINDING MACHINES, SAW BLADES, DRILLING CHUCKS, DRILLING BITS, PLANNER, WOOD WORKING TOOLS, STONE WORKING TOOLS, CIRCULAR BLADES
GRINDNIX
3765027 26/02/2018

MR. RAJESH GUPTA
M/s SHIVAM FLOUR INDUSTRIES, 28, Saraswati Nagar, Behind A.G.Office, Gwalior - 474001 (M.P.)

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; WHEAT FLOUR MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF; MILLING STONE; INDUCTION MOTORS AND PARTS THEREOF; SUBMERSIBLE PUMP AND PARTS THEREOF
3765131  27/02/2018
MRS. SHRAVNI SANJAY KADAM
trading as ;SPEED PHARMA MACHINERY
EAST WEST INDUSTRY ESTATE, GALA NO-212, 2ND FLOOR, A-WING, SAFED POOL, ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD,
SAKINAKA-400072.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS FOR TREATMENT OF MATERIALS AND FOR MANUFACTURING.
2327365 07/05/2012
SHoppers Stop Limited
Eureka Towers, 9th Floor, B-Wing, Mind Space, Malad (West), Mumbai-400 064, State of Maharashtra, India.
Manufacturers/Merchants
Registered Under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Veena C. Gvalani.
"Atur Park", 3/2, 3rd Floor, S. T. Road, Chembur, Mumbai - 400 071.
Used Since: 13/04/2012
Mumbai
All types of hand tools and instruments; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms.
TARMAC

2366291  19/07/2012
SIMCOR STEEL PVT. LTD
S-13 ST SOLDIER TOWER, G BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 18
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ROCK BREAKERS & HAMMERS BEING TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS-8 FOR SALE IN INDIA & EXPORT
COBALT
2366297  19/07/2012
SIMCOR STEEL PVT. LTD
S-13 ST SOLDIER TOWER, G BLOCK COMMUNITY CENTRE VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 18
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ROCK BREAKERS & HAMMERS BEING TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS-8 FOR SALE IN INDIA & EXPORT
BENCHMADE KNIFE CO., INC.,
300 BEAVERCREEK ROAD OREGON CITY OREGON 97045 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF STATE OF OREGON, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since: 03/02/2012
DELHI
KNIVES; AXES; BLADES; BLADE SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS; CUTLERY; CUTTERS; CUTTING TOOLS; DAGGERS; HATCHETS; MACHETES; PENKNIVES; SIDE ARMS, OTHER THAN FIREARMS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
E-One
2366827  20/07/2012
E-SWIN
5 rue de la Noue 78113 ADAINVILLE, FRANCE
Manufacturers and Merchants
Société par Actions Simplifiée
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Depilatory appliances
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2368013 23/07/2012
WILMAX LTD.
49, BROMLEY STREET, LONDON, E10NB, UNITED KINGDOM.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Used Since: 30/03/2012
DELHI
BLADE SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, KNIFE SHARPENERS, SHARPENING RODS, SHARPENING STONES; BLADES FOR KITCHEN KNIVES; CAN OPENERS, NON-ELECTRIC; CHEESE SLICERS, NON-ELECTRIC; PIZZA CUTTERS, NON ELECTRIC; HAND-OPERATED CUTTING TOOLS; HAND TOOL IMPLEMENTS FOR DECANTING LIQUIDS; EGG SLICERS, NON-ELECTRIC; FLESHING KNIVES; FORKS; ICE PICKS; KNIVES; LADLES, NAMELY, LADLES FOR WINE, LADLES FOR SOUP, LADLES FOR GRAVY; MEAT CHOPPERS, NAMELY, KITCHEN MEAT MALLETS; MINCING KNIVES; NUTCRACKERS; OYSTER OPENERS; PERFORATING TOOLS, NAMELY, SCISSORS; SCALING KNIVES; SCISSORS; SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SHARPENING RODS, SHARPENING STEELS; SHARPENING STONES; SILVERWARE, NAMELY, FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS THAT ARE SILVER-PLATED; HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, SPATULAS; SPOONS; SUGAR TONGS; TABLE CUTLERY; TABLE FORKS; TABLEWARE, NAMELY, KNIVES, FORKS, AND SPOONS; CAN OPENERS, NON-ELECTRIC; HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, TONGS; HAND OPERATED VEGETABLE CHOPPERS; VEGETABLE KNIVES; HAND OPERATED VEGETABLE SHREDDERS; VEGETABLE SLICERS"
WILMAX ENGLAND
2368014    23/07/2012
WILMAX LTD.
49, BROMLEY STREET, LONDON, E10NB, UNITED KINGDOM.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Used Since: 30/03/2012
DELHI
BLADE SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, KNIFE SHARPENERS, SHARPENING RODS, SHARPENING STONES;
BLADES FOR KITCHEN KNIVES; CAN OPENERS, NON-ELECTRIC; CHEESE SLICERS, NON-ELECTRIC; PIZZA CUTTERS,
NON ELECTRIC; HAND-OPERATED CUTTING TOOLS; HAND TOOL IMPLEMENTS FOR DECANTING LIQUIDS; EGG
SLICERS, NON-ELECTRIC; FLESHING KNIVES; FORKS; ICE PICKS; KNIVES; LADLES, NAMELY, LADLES FOR WINE,
LADLES FOR SOUP, LADLES FOR GRAVY; MEAT CHOPPERS, NAMELY, KITCHEN MEAT MALLETS; MINCING KNIVES;
NUTCRACKERS; OYSTER OPENERS; PERFORATING TOOLS, NAMELY, SCISSORS; SCALING KNIVES; SCISSORS;
SHARPENING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SHARPENING RODS, SHARPENING STEELS; SHARPENING STONES;
SILVERWARE, NAMELY, FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS THAT ARE SILVER-PLATED; HAND TOOLS, NAMELY,
SPATULAS; SPOONS; SUGAR TONGS; TABLE CUTLERY; TABLE FORKS; TABLEWARE, NAMELY, KNIVES, FORKS, AND
SPOONS; CAN OPENERS, NON-ELECTRIC; HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, TONGS; HAND OPERATED VEGETABLE
CHOPPERS; VEGETABLE KNIVES; HAND OPERATED VEGETABLE SHREDDERS; VEGETABLE SLICERS
KHUKURI
2369892 25/07/2012
PANKAJ AGGARWAL
H.NO-619/12 JAHAJ PUL HISSAR -125001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
SAFETY RAZOR BLADES, RAZOR AND SAFETY RAZOR BLADES, SHARPENERS, SHAVING BLADES & RAZOR, RAZOR BLADES, TWIN BLADE, SAFETY RAZORS, BLADE DISPENSERS, BLADE SANDERS.
2389000  03/09/2012
DIMPLE SUKHRAJ NAHAR
trading as ;2DIVINE
198A VEENA BASEMENTS, OFF TEEN BATTI, DONGARSI ROAD, WALKESHWAR, MUMBAI-400006
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CUTLERY, FANCY CUTLERY, HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS AND SIDE ARMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1842, 26/03/2018 Class 8

LULU INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING MALL PVT. LTD.
trading as; LULU INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING MALL PVT. LTD.
50/2392, N.H17, EDAPALLY, KOCHI - 682 024, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
An Indian Company, incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since: 06/09/2004

CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2446684.
2447670    24/12/2012
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1639612, 1639648, 1787760, 2107445, 2107466, 2107487, 2107508, 2107529, 2107550
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO..1787760 and 1639612.
2621970  31/10/2013
SHRI HARISHBHAI RAMESHCHANDRA ZAVERI
SMT.PUSHTIBEN HARISHBHAI ZAVERI
SMT. BHARTIBEN NARENDRABHAI ZAVERI
trading as ;BHARAT INDUSTRIES
JILLA GARDEN CHOWK, CANAL ROAD, RAJKOT, Gujarat
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :22/10/1965
AHMEDABAD
KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS, BLADES FOR (INDICATE TYPE OF KNIVES), HAND OPERATED SHARPENING TOOLS
AND INSTRUMENTS
2621971 31/10/2013
SHRI HARISHBHAI RAMESHCHANDRA ZAVERI
SMT. PUSHTIBEN HARISHBHAI ZAVERI
SMT. BHARTIBEN NARENDRABHAI ZAVERI
trading as BHARAT INDUSTRIES
JILLA GARDEN CHOWK, CANAL ROAD, RAJKOT, Gujarat
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since: 22/10/1965
AHMEDABAD
KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS, BLADES FOR (INDICATE TYPE OF KNIVES), HAND OPERATED SHARPENING TOOLS
AND INSTRUMENTS
MIDHUN.K.M.
SHARMEEN SABEEL
NEETHA DALY
trading as ;GLOBAL BUSINESS CONCEPT
42/693 A, TATA PIPELINE ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, ENAKULAM - 682 018, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :03/10/2013
CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS, CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS SIDE ARMS
JUZER.M.M. CHHATRIWALA
trading as : PARAMOUNT TRADING CORPORATION
NO:31, SOMASUNDARAM MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641 009, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since : 01/12/2013
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING GRINDERS (HAND TOOLS), GRINDING WHEELS, POWER TOOLS, STONE PROCESSING TOOLS, POWER TOOL SPARES, INDUSTRIAL DRILLS (HAND TOOLS), JACKS (LIFTING), HAND-OPERATED AND CHAINSAW (HAND-OPERATED)
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ARVIND J. MAKATI
MRS. HANSA A. MAKATI
VISHAL A. MAKATI
trading as ;HIRALAL AND CO. (MFG.)
10, AMIN INDL EST, SONAWALA CROSS ROAD NO. 2, GOREGAON (E), MUM - 63.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL KNIVES, BLADES-CUTTER (USE FOR WOOD, PAPER, PLASTICS, SHEET METAL, AGRICULTURE, RUBBER, PACKAGING INDUSTRIES), AGLOMERATOR BLADES, GRINDER BLADES; POUCH CUTTING BLADES INCLUDED IN CLASS 8
2667498  28/01/2014
LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
trading as :LOT MOBILES PVT LTD
AT D.NO.1-98/8/5/A, PLOT NO.5, IMAGE GARDENS LANE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZORS
2686793  25/02/2014
J.C. BAMFORD EXCAVATORS LIMITED
ROCESTER UTTOXETER, STAFFORDSHIRE ST 14 5JP REINO UNIDO, U.K.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, EXPORTERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since: 30/10/2013
KOLKATA
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Agaro

2700865  18/03/2014

UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LIMITED
SIKKIM COMMERCIAL HOUSE, 4/1, MIDDLETON STREET, KOLKATA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

IMPORTER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS, 6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2368163

KOLKATA

Hand tools and instruments, not being drivers and bits for driving screws, bolts and rivets having recessed heads; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms; shaving apparatus, hair-clippers; parts of the said goods not included in other class.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2368163.
2701516  19/03/2014

Hari Prasad Kanoria
trading as :KANORIA FOUNDATION
32Q,NEW ROAD,ALIPORE,KOLKATA 700027,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
an Indian Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :04/02/2014

KOLKATA
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, side arms, razors

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2706499  26/03/2014
VICTORINOX AG
SCHMIEDGASSE 57, CH-6438 IBACH, SWITZERLAND.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DATTA & ASSOCIATES.
COMMERCE HOUSE, 2A, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA 700 013, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
KOLKATA
Hand tools; tweezer, files, knives, scissors, combs, all are included in Class-08.
2725231  25/04/2014
G. P. COMPANY PLYTECH PVT. LTD.
174, VILLAGE-SINHASA, JAWAHAR TEKRI, DHAR ROAD, INDORE - 452 016 (M.P.)
Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors
2853489  01/12/2014
SHRI GAURAV CHATURBHAIRAIYANI
trading as : R J PRODUCTS
PLOT NO. 8, BALAJI INDUSTRIAL AREA, NR. GANESH WEIGH BRIDGE, MANDA DUNGAR MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360003(GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.B. SHETH AND CO.
DHAHRAJ DR. RADHAKISHAN CORPORATION NR. MOTI TANKI RAJKOT-360001 GUJARAT
Used Since : 30/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
HAND OPERATED CHILLI CUTTERS, HAND OPERATED ONION CUTTERS, HAND OPERATED JUICERS AND HAND OPERATED CHIPSERS.
SHREE RADHE

2853490   01/12/2014
SHRI GAURAV CHATURBHAHI RAIYANI
trading as ;R J PRODUCTS
PLOT NO. 8, BALAJI INDUSTRIAL AREA, NR. GANESH WEIGH BRIDGE, MANDA DUNGRAR MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360003 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.B. SHETH AND CO.
DHANRAJ DR. RADHAKISHAN CORPORATION NR. MOTI TANKI RAJKOT-360001 GUJARAT
Used Since :30/04/2012
To be associated with:
2853489

AHMEDABAD
HAND OPERATED CHILLI CUTTERS, HAND OPERATED ONION CUTTERS, HAND OPERATED JUICERS AND HAND OPERATED CHIPSERS.
2859306    09/12/2014
RAMESHBHAI G. SORATHIYA trading as SHREE PURSHANTH ENGINEERING
2-DEEP JYOT PARK, OPP. BALAJI PARK MAIN ROAD, MAVDI, RAJKOT (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2001
AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS AND GARDEN TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS-08.
3313115  19/07/2016
MATRIX IRON FOUNDRY
52/1 DR. ABANI DUTTA ROAD, HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL- 711101
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019
Used Since: 08/04/2003
KOLKATA
Hand Pumps
LM LAKSHYA

3688958 27/11/2017

SH. SANJAY MALIK TRADING AS HINDUSTAN ELECTRICALS.
297, SHAHGANJ, ALLAHABAD, U.P., INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

**Proposed to be Used**

DELHI

Hand tools and implements [hand-operated]; Cutlery; Side arms; Razors and Electric Irons included in Class 8.
EIH LIMITED
A MEMBER OF THE OBEROI GROUP

3701794  13/12/2017
EIH LIMITED
7, Sham Nath Marg, Delhi–110054
An Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/11/1996
To be associated with:
3701786, 3701790
DELHI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.
3704697 17/12/2017

MR. RAJESH BHAI R. KASUNDRA
“DHANANJAY", BLOCK NO. B-25, AALAP GREEN CITY, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 007 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

LEMON SQUEEZER, CHILLY CUTTER, OPENER, CHOPPERS, KNIVES, SPROUT MAKER, HAND JUICER, SPOON SETS,
SLICER, CUTLERY AND RAZERS, FORKS, POTATO CHIPSER, POTATO MASHER SMALL GRATER, AND SMALL
CUTLERY ITEMS AND HAND OPERATED TOOLS.

1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS GROUP
EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL
BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3711217  26/12/2017
VINODBHAI RATILAL GHORECHA
“YOG-DIP”, 10-PUNIT NAGAR, 150 RING ROAD, GONDAL CHOKADI, RAJKOT-360 004 (GUJARAT)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RAZOR INCLUDED IN CLASS-08
ATEEQ A. MAJID TRADING AS: FNF INTERNATIONAL
18/1, New Chinchbunder Road, J.B. Shah Marg, Above Om Sai Transport, Masjid Bunder (West), Mumbai - 400 009
Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RAZORS; BLADES FOR RAZORS; CASES FOR RAZORS; SHAVING INSTRUMENTS; CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES CONTAINING RAZOR BLADES; PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 08
3749769   08/02/2018
MR. NILESH LALJIBHAI BUSA, TRADING AS:- RAINBOW INDUSTRIES
(GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :06/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
LEMON SQUEEZER, VEGETABLE CUTTER, PEELER AND SLICER, KNIVES, SPOON, CUTLERY AND RAZORS, FORKS,
 POTATO CHIPSER, GRATER, PIZZA CUTTER, VEGETABLE & FRUIT JUICER (HAND OPRATED), SMALL CUTLERY ITEMS
 AND HAND OPRATED TOOLS.
3752170 13/02/2018
MANOJ GARG S/O. SH. NIRMAL KUMAR GARG
M/s. R.T. INTERNATIONAL AT- 166, JADIYON KA RASTA, CHAURA RASTA, JAIPUR-302003 (RAJASTHAN)
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS INCLUDING WATCH MAKERS TOOLS, DIAMOND TOOLS, HOBBY KNIVES [SCALPELS] , HARDWARE TOOLS, CUTTERS, NIPPERS, TWEEZER, PLIERS.
RAJAN SHARMA, TRADING AS: MR. YOGI & CO.
73-74, NEW RAJA GARDEN, MITHAPUR ROAD, JALANDHAR-144003 (PUNJAB)
SOLE PROP.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8.
POWERTAX

3758080  19/02/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (HUF) TRADING AS M/S. M.L.TOOLS INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 65, JAMUNA ARCADE, OLD NAVRANG TALKIES, JAMBAGH, HYDERABAD - 500095
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2295155, 2295621
CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED); SIDE ARMS; RAZORS
3759586  21/02/2018
MR. HARPREET SINGH
GD-3A, G-BLOCK, HARI NAGAR, STREET NO -13, NEW DELHI -58
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors. Kirpan, swords, swiss knife, multi knife tools Talwaar. HAND OPERATED TOOLS.
Tinkle

3760079 21/02/2018

DORCO CO., LTD.
(Golim-Dong,) 350 Kyungahnchoen-Ro, Cheoin-Gu, Yongin-Si, Kyunggi-Do, Republic of Korea

A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Razors; razors for women; razor blades; razor blades for women; non-electric hair clippers; hand-operated apparatus for the cosmetic care of eyebrows.
SOFYX

3760726  22/02/2018
SOFYX SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
SUB-153, THE SUMMIT, DLF CITY, PHASE-V, SECTOR-54, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors, hand tools kits; hand drills (non-powered); drill bits for hand tools; caulking guns; tool belts; garden tools.
3761528  22/02/2018
RAHUL AGGARWAL
ADARSH NAGAR, KAPURTHALA, PUNJAB-144601
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARAN KHANNA
1ST FLOOR, SOHAL COMPLEX, SEHDEV MARKET, JALANDHAR PUNJAB-144001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools, hand-operated, Blades for planes, Braiders [hand tools], Breast drills, Cutters, Edge tools [hand tools], Earth rammers [hand tools]
3762238  23/02/2018
VIKAS BANSAL
37, Shakespeare Sarani, 4th floor, Kolkata, 700017, West Bengal, India
Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT MALHOTRA
Ideas2IPR, B-115 Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Hand-operated tools and implements for treatment of materials, and for construction, repair and maintenance, Hand-operated atomizers for industrial or commercial use.
COLOURVISTA
3762783  23/02/2018
JSW PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
JSW Centre, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400051
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); and the aforesaid goods used for painting, cementing, home improvement, coating, construction, repair and maintenance
Affable

3763097 24/02/2018

NITIN GARG
Shubham Solutions, F-2/ Ratiya Marg, Near KSK Academy School, Sangam Vihar, New Delhi-110062
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAIR CLIPPERS FOR PERSONAL USE; ELECTRIC AND NON ELECTRIC HAND IMPLEMENTS FOR HAIR CURLING, CURLING TONGS, FLAT IRONS, EYELASH CURLERS, TONGS, TWEEZERS, SHAVERS, HAIR TRIMMERS, HAIR STRAIGHTENERS, MANICURE AND PEDICURE TOOLS, CRIMPING IRONS, ELECTRIC STEAM IRONS
TRICHO

3763456  24/02/2018

JAHEEN SALAUDDIN
19 & 33, BIPLABI TRAILAKHYA MAHARAJ SARANI (BRABOURNE ROAD), KOLKATA - 700001

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 8
POWERTEX SHOPPE
3764864    26/02/2018
LAXMI NARAYAN GUPTA (HUF) TRADING AS M/S. M.L.TOOLS INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 65, JAMUNA ARCADE, OLD NAVRANG TALKIES, JAMBAHG, HYDERABAD - 500095
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2295621

CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND OPERATED); SIDE ARMS; RAZORS